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1. Introduction  

I just wanted to say that I’m hell of a proud of everyone here quitting.  You’re 

so brave. And I don’t say this unless I mean it from my heart you know. I really 

feel like crying reading this thread. Keep on fighting until the monster is beaten. 

We all have the strength in us.” 

Is the drug problematics a socially constructed problem merely demonstrating the 

hegemonies control of normalized behavior? Is drug addiction an actual problem that 

indeed needs to be “cured” or is it just socially constructed (Berger, Luckmann, 1966)? 

Since the topic of quitting drugs is in fact discussed in discussion thread in a Finnish, 

anonymous, pro-drug internet site it seems that the drug problematics is in fact an actual 

problem within the reality and paradigm of this Finnish drug-user community itself 

(Johansson, 2008). This specific discussion offers the data for this thesis. The discussion 

thread can be found from an internet discussion forum with over 2300 members. Members 

of the forum vary from recreational users to problem users. There are over 4000 

discussion topics. The topics vary from hopes and dreams, the immigration policy or 

election results to clearly illegal topics like stealing or tips on how to import drugs through 

the customs without getting caught. The forum also provides information to drug-users 

about the newest chemistry, pharmaceuticals and even legislation creating easily 

accessible information around the clock in a pace and level of expertise that the 

government officials (doctors, social workers, the police etc.) simply cannot reach up to. 

The forum is founded, maintained and used only by drug-users.  

The purpose of this thesis is to map out subjective understandings about “quitting” drug-

use as well as forms of “peer support” on the basis of one discussion thread from this 

forum.  The topic of the discussion thread is “quitting drugs”. The thread consist of over 

400 replies, there are over 100 commentators and the discussion has been viewed over 45 

000 times since the discussion started in the spring of 2012.  

This thesis is written with an ethnographic touch respecting both the culture of the online 

group, the vocabulary as the mutual understandings in the discussion. The focus of the 

research is not on the individuals but in the talk and the verbal regularities and 

understandings that they produce (Alasuutari 1993, 131-132). The ethnographic approach 

researches in this case micro level interaction on grass root level; a written discussion 
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produced in a sub-cultural group. It listens to the voice of the drug users and aims to find 

out what in fact, is happening “here” also in giving a dense description about the data, 

being true to the original source (Perälä 2012, 34, 51, 53).  

There are two mutually completing research questions. The first one is about definitions 

of quitting and the second one about the role of peer support in this context.  

 

1. What is quitting drugs in this context?  

Which forms of quitting surface, what are the goals of quitting? What does quitting 

include and how does it look like? What meanings are given to the idea of quitting 

drug use? 

 

2. What is peer support in relation to quitting drugs in this context? 

What kind of forms of peer support can be found in the data? How does peer support 

work in this context? What is the role of the online community to the quitters 

themselves?  

 

The analytics process is executed through thematic analysis (Creswell, 2014, 183) as well 

as A. Greymas tool for analyzing narratives: the actantial model (Alasuutari, 1993, 117-

120). The theoretical vocabulary is based on both E. Goffmans work (1963, 1967, and 

1981) as well as the term agency and ambiguous agency (Honkasalo, Ketokivi, Leppo 

2014, 365-371). Finding previous research about unprofessional, especially ungoverned, 

self-organized online peer support from the drug addiction perspective was not easy 

(Lagus et. al. 2013)so it seemed that the best strategy to build the previous research 

aspects was through combining studies around the different themes I this thesis: peer 

support, internet, self-governance and addiction. For example the internet as a research 

environment, as object to research and enabler of data was inspired by international 

studies (Boellstorff, 2008, Miller & Slater 2001 etc.) as well as the online self-help 

perspective (King & Moreggi, 1998). Whereas the drug addiction and recovery 

perspectives were found from Finnish studies (Ketokivi, 2010, Perälä, 2012, Ruisniemi, 

2006 Koski-Jännes, 1999 etc.). The topics of this study contribute therefore to the Finnish 

sociological research of drug problematics and online harm-reduction. The themes of this 

thesis fall under sociological themes of: addiction and recovery studies as well as self- 

governance in the civil society and the harm reduction policy additionally also adding the 

aspect of the internet as a research object. 
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The quitting process seems to be dominated by normative, almost authoritative ideas, 

taking almost judgmental undertones. Tough alcoholism and drug addiction and two 

separate phenomena, addiction studies often overlap (Ruisniemi 2006, 15); one of the 

first definitions to quitting from addiction was created by the AA movement (Alcoholics 

Anonymous, founded in 1939 in the US) that later also begun to treat drug addiction by 

establishing NA (Narcotics Anonymous in the US, founded in 1953).  This classic and 

widely known quitting process is divided into 12 steps. 

 

Picture 1. The 12 steps  

1 

 

Definitions to addiction and recovery can be defined through various different 

frameworks (Ruisniemi, 2006, 15). If the quitting process is defined from above by an 

authority, the users themselves end up having no saying in a process that they themselves 

experience, even struggle through.  There seems to be a mythical idea about the poor, 

naïve drug user who tries a gateway drug, then quickly develops an addiction and ends 

up overdosing or sinking deep into the drug world (Hänninen 2007, 664). The users 

themselves having little or no saying about the drug quitting process actually diminishes 

                                                           
1 http://www.recoveryn.org/topics/about-the-narcotics-anonymous-na-12-step-recovery-program/ 

http://www.recoveryn.org/topics/about-the-narcotics-anonymous-na-12-step-recovery-program/
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their power, reducing their responsibility and agency and at worse victimizing them 

further. Niclas Rose (1999) categorizes victimized individuals as the disempowered: the 

non-humans, failed people or anti-people. These individuals have allegedly deserved their 

problems. This sort of victimizing or even blaming the victim defines a person that is to 

be blamed over his or her own faith, (Perälä 2012, 43). The responsibility is on the victim, 

the individual, the drug-user or simply: the agent (Ryan 1971, 26-28).  

 

This thesis contributes to the drug problematics lifting the internet as an opportunity to 

share intimacies previously unexpressed (King, Moreggi, 1998, 81). The thesis gives a 

voice, an agency to the users themselves. It follows their quitting process in an anti-

normative and non- authoritative environment, producing data and results from an 

untouched and ungoverned environment. This way this thesis is contributing with new 

information to the field about agency produced by drug users in their process of quitting 

drug use and the role of ungoverned online peer support in this process. Even though this 

agency is born in fragile, chaotic and even suspicious circumstances it is to be taken as 

seriously as normatively praised or rewarded action (Honkasalo, Ketokivi, Leppo 2014, 

370). 

 

Peer support. Today both face to face and as well as online peer support are provided by 

both governmental organizations and organizations in the civil society. The concept of 

peer support was originally created by the AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) movement in the 

1930s’. The meaning of original peer support (or “sponsorship” according to AA: s 

philosophy) is: 

"The process of sponsorship is this: an alcoholic who has made some progress 

in the recovery program shares that experience on a continuous, individual 

basis with another alcoholic who is attempting to attain or maintain sobriety 

through AA." (Questions and answers on sponsorship, 7, 2014) 

In order for peer support to take action, the problematics and distinction between we and 

they needs to rise. We used to use and are now quitting whereas they do not. This sort of 

boundary enables the drug user to identify with peers (Lamont, Molnár 2001, 167-199). 

And in order for peer support to work, it requires a sense of belonging to a group that, at 

that moment and within that subject signalize that we are the ones that in fact share the 

same faith (Ketokivi, 2010, 90-93).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcoholic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recovery_model
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The results of this thesis show that there was in fact active agency occurring towards 

harm reduction in this ungoverned pro-drug internet forum.  It seems that the ungoverned 

discussion is a valuable tool for the respondents. It may not work for all but for functional 

users that find the online environment, the drug-users identity and drug-user peers as their 

comfort zone and like to read or write thoughts, this forum and thread offers an 

irreplaceable tool of support in the quitting process. The main results of this thesis can be 

divided into two aspects: quitting drugs and respectively peer support. Quitting drugs 

presented itself as a spectrum of different interpretations and meanings, solely defined by 

the users him-or herself. To some quitting presented itself as merely moderating ones use 

to a more functional way of use whereas others ruled out all toxins from drugs to caffeine 

or even sugar. The goal of quitting varied from not using at all to just using occasionally, 

from quitting to moderating to adjusting, the main focus being in controlled use of drugs. 

This resonates with traditional addiction studies even though the control aspect rarely by 

itself resolves the problem (Ruisniemi 2006, 16); the central aim being harnessing the 

individuals use from subjectively perceived uncontrolled use to individually perceive 

controlled use (Ruisniemi 2006, 16).  

 

Peer support on the other hand presented itself in the virtual environment in the form of 

writing, reading and commenting (King, Moreggi, 1998, 81) either as a monologue (one-

way talk) or a dialog (two-way talk). This study also presented the significance of 

belonging to a specific group in the precarious position of not belonging to any of the 

previous groups that the individual had ever belonged to (the users, the non-users) 

transitioning from belonging to the drug users to belonging to the ones that are quitting 

drug use.  

 

A central recovery process narrative found in the data was the growth story (Ruisniemi 

2006, 236-238). The user simply grows independent, reaches a certain age (often around 

30) and quits drugs both because of societal pressure of growing up and the normative 

idea about how long one can consider it “okay” to identify as a drug user. (Koski-Jännes, 

1999, 1837-1848).  At this moment the forum and the online community offers a 

supportive platform: a temporary extension of self to the user empowering and justifying 

the decision. The ultimate goal becomes to in fact grow independent also from the group 

(the extension of self) to leave it behind in order to be able to live an independent life 
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both without drugs or any ties to the drug life. So the one thing that brings these people 

together becomes in the end something to remove entirely from their lives. 

 

Even though the purpose of this study was not to find out if this form of peer support in 

fact helps to quit drugs, the least I can say is that social organization at this level shows 

meaningful interaction between individuals free from normative expectations (Alasuutari 

1993, 140). This forum is an example of ungoverned online peer support that seems to 

work and results undocumented (and unofficial) lessening and quitting drug use. 

Furthermore it helps to maintain these. The anonymity keeps the pressure of in a 

constructive spirit since the stigma and embarrassment drives users away from the 

normative society to their own environment.  Through the thesis writing process, I 

browsed through many pro drug-, ungoverned- or even illegal drug related web forums. I 

noticed a correlation: where there is talk about using drugs, interestingly there is also talk 

about quitting them. Therefore the users are active agents that need place for action 

towards both ends of the spectrum: from non-use to use. This gives the ungoverned 

forums a competitive edge in comparison to governed forums.  

 

Anonymous online discussion groups give the drug users a valuable and autonomous 

place to quit at peace, without the interference from outsiders. The internet resolves 

problems of space and location and provides a safe place for some, creating a platform 

for genuine peer support. The internet offers not only networks but also place to network 

(Boellstorff 2008, 247). The online environment offers a place for drug users to interact 

without distractions, stigma or perceived discrimination. Perhaps the strength in the 

online environment is not as much what it offers but what it does not offer. The 

unsupervised online discussion groups among drug users lack the stigmatization, the 

shame and other interference from the outside, normative world (McPhee, 2001). Online 

peer support offer a valuable asset to peer and harm reduction work.  Peer support in an 

online environment and especially in unsupervised forums is one of the untapped 

resources of peer support. Discussion forums that are ungoverned seem to be undervalued 

by officials and professionals especially in proportion to its effects and potential 

importance. According to a recent study online environments offered by various anti-drug 

organizations were in fact less popular amongst drug- users than the unofficial forums 

(Lagus et.al 2013). 
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The Finnish narcotics law prohibits the manufacture, selling, buying and using of drugs.  

Yet in 2014 there were approximately 18 000-30 000 reported problem drug users in 

Finland. 2 The harm reduction policy aims for reducing harm caused by drug use. It offers 

needle exchange programs, drug replacement treatments, vaccination of target groups, 

rehabilitation programs and social support such as peer support provided by both official 

and unofficial parties. 3 This thesis offers an opportunity to study unofficial agency in a 

form of unofficial online peer support and self- regulation and self- steering behavior of 

drug users. It gives new perspectives to the quitting process as well as definitions to 

quitting. The forum offers a cost-effective and valuable tool for the drug user also in the 

harm reduction aspect, offering irreplaceable support to the users.  

 

1.1 Virtual ethnography 

This research is executed and the thesis written with an ethnographic approach. It seemed 

both natural and a valuable tool for approaching the data due to both its vocabulary and 

its non-normative and sub-cultural nature. Traditional ethnography originates from 

cultural anthropology and is a research method that describes a culture and cultural 

meanings of a group or community. The researcher observes everyday interaction of this 

group, describes it and tries to explain the beliefs systems of the group. The researcher 

also explores a chosen behavioristic or cultural phenomenon from within itself the idea 

being to extract the groups’ truths and believes from within. This thesis is built on the 

basis of the knowledge and the system of meanings which the group itself presents and 

provides the researcher.  The aim has been to trace and finds the everyday rituals, the 

norms and the regulatory rules within the group (Alasuutari 1993, 144,145).  

The internet can be approached as an object for research, a tool for research or as a source 

of research (Kuula 2011, 169). My approach will utilize these all equally: the internet 

enables the data, offers the source of research but is also an object for this research. The 

data is not merely the discussion but the context in which it is found. The internet provides 

a very distinctive place for ethnography i.e. virtual ethnography (Wittel 2000, Beaulieu 

2004). It is a faceless arena that saves data to a virtual space through written word, pictures 

                                                           
 
2 http://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1422418643192 
3http://www.kaypahoito.fi/web/kh/suositukset/suositus;jsessionid=6F84276AA7312168A1815401260561

18?id=hoi50041 

http://www.hs.fi/kotimaa/a1422418643192
http://www.kaypahoito.fi/web/kh/suositukset/suositus;jsessionid=6F84276AA7312168A181540126056118?id=hoi50041
http://www.kaypahoito.fi/web/kh/suositukset/suositus;jsessionid=6F84276AA7312168A181540126056118?id=hoi50041
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and symbols giving the vocabulary a specific object of interest. When a naturally formed 

group discussion is an object for a research the researcher can focus on what is common 

for the individuals in the group instead of focusing on the differences. What are the 

reoccurring patterns and truths within the group?  In analyzing a natural group the 

researcher can define terms, themes, perceptions and forms of argumentation within 

which the group functions. I can thus find the internal frames of belief and thinking 

patterns of the cultural in the group.  Furthermore the researchers’ interpretations does 

not strengthen or weaken by the groups opinions of but the interpretations are valid if I 

can logically explain why the group members act like they do (Alasuutari 1993, 131, 132). 

I also found the phenomenological-hermeneutical approach to complete my research 

approach. This approach is a research tradition within which a person is researching 

others. It emphasizes the research experience as an interpretation of reality according to 

interpretation of meanings and is therefore the research of human experiences. The idea 

is based on that people act according to some purpose and therefore that doing something 

that ‘means something’ or leads somewhere, the action is purposeful and not random: 

they are producing agency, which will be one of the central theoretical themes in this 

thesis and will be explained further in the next chapter. The hermeneutical canon also 

emphasizes the unity of the target of the research i.e. unified meanings and purposes 

(Tuomi 2002, 34-35). The hermeneutical tradition emphasizes the research of people, the 

reality and knowledge they produce within the frames of the language and understanding 

of reality. Individuals are understood, interpreted and researched within the terms of the 

individuals. (Tuomi 2002, 31-32, 34). 

Language is a closed system within the answers lie (Alasuutari1993, 97) and cannot be 

ignored. The semiotic and sociolinguistic aspect plays a significant part in this thesis. 

Semiotics is how the respondents construct their realities, truths and differences within 

their reality, with words as tools of constructing it. It emphasizes cultural parse or 

regularities as a way of studying how the text tells its story whether it’s true or fictive. 

(Alasuutari 1993, 95). Language creates interaction between respondents: answers, 

replies, comments, reactions, counter reactions creates an entity of data. The definitions 

and the interpretations of situations that make the details of the discussions 

understandable. In this context, it is also important to recognize how speech can produce 

positions or identities for the individual: thru declaring things you can become something. 

For example an individual can become a non-addict (from an addict) simply by uttering 
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the words. In this case the speaker commits to act accordingly to the new identity or 

position (Alasuutari, 1993, 126-128). Therefore I am taking language use in careful 

consideration in order to decode the black box of the discussion (Perälä, 2012, 72).  

For example: official instances, reports, social and medicinal journals, internet sources 

(web-pages) as well as behavioristic and societal research describe drug-use related 

phenomenon with words such as: a drug- addict, an addiction, an illness, diagnosis, 

problem use, mixed-or poly use, rehabilitation and recovery. The recovery process is 

therefore built with these words in the following manner: “a drug- addict is diagnosed 

with an addiction illness i.e. problem-, mixed- or poly use and begins a rehabilitation 

program in order to recover from the addiction”. True to Finnish legislation and political 

atmosphere, the tone is stigmatizing, condemning and normative and reflect that drug-

related behavior is “bad” and something that needs to be “normalized” or “cured”. But 

the problematics is that this tone is not supported by the vocabulary nor attitudes that is 

found from my data and my results. Therefore I have been forced to pay special attention 

to analyze my data and form my result according to the data itself, hence the ethnographic 

approach. How could I subjectively from my position categorize the respondents as drug 

addicts, when they themselves did not seem to identify themselves as such? Or 

respectively how could I think of recovery from drug when this word (recovery) never in 

fact occurred in the data?  I will further examine the vocabulary in chapter 3.1 Thematic 

analysis. 

 

At last, I wanted to lift a more philosophical aspect to this thesis on a more general level. 

“The situations that are real, are real only to their consequences.” 

        (The Thomas theorem) 

 

The polarization in today societies can create societal ‘zones of abandonment’. This zones 

are inhabited by marginalized individuals as for example: the poor, the homeless or 

problem drug- users. These individuals lack opportunities for self-improvement and 

development and are instead on survival mode. These individuals can have fallen ‘of the 

radar’ (Biehl 2005, Perälä 2012, 44). So if a specific action like drug use is illegal, does 

it still officially exist: or does it exist only to its consequences that is after being caught 

of using drugs or after developing an addiction that you seek governed help for? When 

an action like drug use is illegal, whose responsibility is it to deal with the consequences? 
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Where official governance fails, self-governance takes over: this is a thesis about self-

governance and autonomy in the illegal marginal of the society. 

2. Backgrounds and theoretical frames 

In order to situate the drug thematic of this thesis to societal frameworks in Finland, I 

intend in this chapter to briefly explain the most common problematics in Finnish drug 

discourse. The central perspectives will be legal, political and societal. This chapter 

functions as a general overview and the purpose is to give the reader a sense of the themes 

of this thesis in relation to current Finnish societal circumstances.  

2.1 Drugs and drug-use in Finland  

According to The Finnish national institute for health and welfare, the concept of “drugs” 

is defined as: cannabis (hashish, marijuana), cocaine, opiates (morphine, heroin), 

stimulants (e.g., Amphetamine) and the abuse of volatile substances (e.g. Adhesives, 

fuels), sedatives (e.g. Valium), barbiturates (e.g. sleeping pills) and hallucinogens (e.g. 

LSD). 4  

“The production of drugs as well as manufacture, importing into or exporting from the 

territory of Finland, transporting, transiting, distribution, trade, possession and use of 

drugs are prohibited.” 

All aspects of drugs are illegal and strictly prohibited in Finland. The quote above can be 

found from Finnish narcotics law chapter one under general rules, paragraph 5, under 

general prohibitions5. The prohibitive nature of the law of narcotics is enforced both by 

Finnish juridical administration and criminal sanctions agency, and results societal 

atmosphere that condemns drugs and drug use (Hakkarainen, Metso 2002).  

The Finnish political perspective to the drug problematics is the policy of harm reduction. 

6 The purpose of harm reduction in this context is to diminish possible harms caused by 

drug use. The harm reduction policy activates several governmental actors into practicing 

purposeful politics of narcotics. These governmental actors are to participate in 

preventative actions against drug use such as early intervention, but also to prevent drug 

                                                           
4 https://www.thl.fi/en/web/thlfi-en 
5 https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/2008/20080373 
6http://www.stm.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=5197397&name=DLFE-21604.pdf 

https://www.thl.fi/en/web/thlfi-en
https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/ajantasa/2008/20080373
http://www.stm.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=5197397&name=DLFE-21604.pdf
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related crime and offer treatment to drug addiction. The harm reduction policy engages 

also Finnish municipalities into preventative actions such as raising awareness against 

drugs within schools, the healthcare system and youth organizations. Also the Finnish 

police and customs engage several different method to prevent harm caused by drugs or 

drug addiction. All these various political and societal actors raise awareness of negative 

effects of drug use also supporting anyone in the risk of either using drugs or the midst of 

a severe addiction. (Varjonen 2015, 5) But despite these legal and political actions, the 

drug problematics in Finland still remain. 

According to a report published by the national institute of health and welfare (Varjonen 

2015, 5) in 2010 approximately 17% of the 15-69 year olds had tried an illegal drug at 

least once, mainly focusing on cannabis (13% being women and 20% of men). Use that 

was considered problematic (amphetamine and opioids) is estimated to concern 18 000 – 

30 000 users. The biggest age group in both perspectives were the 25-34 year olds (50%) 

and seem to concern men more often than women (33%). An average customer at a 

substance abuse service has a low educational background of which only 21% are 

studying or working (THl, 7, 2015). The number of annual drug related deaths in Finland 

in 2012 was 213.  

 

Finnish drug-use varies from recreational to problem use. Recreational (unproblematic) 

use of drugs can be defined as “use of psychoactive substances in order to have fun in 

nightlife on spare time.”7. Recreational users are usually in fact often middle class, 

hardworking young adults whereas problem use occur in more marginalized 

circumstances. According to officials problem use of drugs can be defined or diagnosed 

in different ways depending on for example medicinal or social circumstances.  Cannabis 

is rarely discussed under the concept of problem use whereas opioids and amphetamines 

indicate problem use. Also the concept of “polydrug”, referring to the usage of ate least 

three different substances (alcohol and medicine included) can be categorized as problem 

use (Lagus, 2015, 7).  

 

According to WHO:s diagnostic tool ICD-10 addiction can be diagnosed if three of the 

following symptom occur during a time-lapse of one year: compulsory use, withdrawal 

symptoms, losing control, rise of the level of tolerance, using becoming a central action 

                                                           
7 www.emcdda.europa.eu/attachements.cfm/att_33701_EN_Dif06en.pdf 
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in one’s life or continuing use despite problems (Ruisniemi 2006, 16). Problems at school 

or work, physical or psychological problems, needle marks and withdrawal symptoms 

can together or separately can imply developed addiction. The feeling of losing control 

of use, the feeling of compulsiveness in use and the aim of use shifting from seeking 

pleasure to instead seeking normal level of performance can also imply addiction. 8  

 

Chart 1. The primary problem drugs from the year 2000 to 2010 according to client base 

of Finnish substance abuse treatment facilities.  

 

Chart 1 shows which the substances drive Finnish drug users to seek help from harm 

reduction programs during a ten year time lapse from the year 2000 to 2010 (Väänänen, 

2011, 1). Even though the cliental base has minimized from 4709 to 2529 there has been 

a significate increase on the use of opioids (light blue) whereas stimulants, alcohol, 

cannabis and sedatives have all decreased.    

Finnish drug- use is creating expenses in public costs. For example, in 2010 the largest 

amount of public costs caused by to drugs was 77 million euros and was caused by 

maintaining the public safety and additional security related costs. The second largest 

public drug related expense was 58-60 million euros caused by juridical actions and the 

                                                           
8 http://www.irtihuumeista.fi/tietoa_ja_tukea/tunnista_ja_toimi/kokeilua_satunnais-_vai_ongelmakayttoa 

http://www.irtihuumeista.fi/tietoa_ja_tukea/tunnista_ja_toimi/kokeilua_satunnais-_vai_ongelmakayttoa
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third largest sum was caused by maintaining the social welfare systems drug related 

actions and reached the amount of 43-61 million euros (Jääskeläinen, 2010, 4-7). 

Concluding these facts it seems that despite the fact that the legislative system regulates 

and prohibits drug use and even though the negative societal atmosphere negative towards 

drugs, it still remains evident that there are both drug- users in Finland and substantial 

societal and public costs caused by drug use.  

 

The most common governmental programs within the harm reduction policy are within 

health counselling, medicinal opioid replacement programmers and needle exchange 

services (Viljanen 2015, 95).  The municipalities carry the main responsibility of treating 

drug-addicts. They offer different aspects to treatment: open care is provided by the A-

clinic and youth centers, short term detoxification is offered by institutional care facilities, 

long term supportive services are offered by day time- and housing services and at last 

peer support is offered by peer support activities. An increasing number of treatment 

options are also offered by public social- and healthcare services including units of child 

welfare services, mental health services, hospitals, psychiatric hospitals etc. whereas low 

threshold services are still scarce. Besides the governmental treatment facilities, there are 

treatment facilities operating in the in the private sector and organizations operating in 

the civil society. Peer support is an essential tool of treatment provided by several of these 

treatment facilities (Viljanen 2015, 63). 

2.1.1 Peer support 

It could be said that a person who helps, receives the same help (Laimio, Karnell 2010, 

19). The effectiveness in peer support lies within the function of sharing experiences, 

information and support among anonymous or not anonymous peers i.e. people who share 

the same experiences. The participants are equal to each other and can function together 

or in a group. The experience is based on the feeling of being heard, understood and 

respected. Peer support has a supportive function, is based on the encounter of each other 

and has an empowering effect on the person. The non-hierarchical structure creates a 

sense of community and even though it is neither therapy nor does it compete with 

professional care, it does emphasize the persons own expertise within his or her life 

having a significant supportive effect for the person as well as the group (Laimio, Karnell  

2010, 10-11,13-14). Peer support also rises the individuals’ self-esteem and the sense of 

competence. In addition peer support is often quite inexpensive or even cost-free.  No 
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waiting is required, the help is immediately offered by groups in most Finnish 

municipalities (Laimio 2010, 19).  Peer support provides support to and for each other. 

Instead of interpreting other people (the non-users such as family and friends) as threats 

or burden; peers (other users) are now interpreted as support giving resources. The feeling 

of belonging creates friendships and feelings of trust and the community offers a social 

mirror to the addict that defines the recovery process (Ruisniemi, 2006).  

The concept of peer support originates from the Oxford movement in the beginning of 

the 1900s. AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) - movement that was founded in 1939 by Bill 

Wilson and Bob Smith in the US. Its central purpose was in recovering alcoholics sharing 

their stories to each other. The movement landed to Finland in 1948. In 1944 The 

Clubhouse (originating also from the US) was founded by a small group of former mental 

patients. The focus was on not being alone as well as sharing life after the experience of 

being hospitalized and then released. The Clubhouse movement landed to Finland in 1995 

and contributed to the peer support action by acknowledging the equality between the 

convalescents as well as the notion that hospitals, medicines and therapy are efficient for 

acute problems but not in maintaining life after them. Up until these three unprofessional 

movements in the civil society the responsibility of helping addicts or recovering patients 

lied solely within the hands of doctors and psychiatrists.  

Finnish drug-use grew fast in the 1990s9. With the growing use, came addiction and 

problematics but also solutions. In 1988 the concept of NA10 (Narcotics Anonymous) was 

imported in order to treat drug addiction and support the quitting process with peer 

supportive tools (Laimio, Karnell 2010, 9). Today there are over 130 weekly peer support 

meetings in over 50 municipals offering peer support, NA remaining only one of many 

organizations tackling this problem and there are several other partly publicly funded 

organizations in Finland. The central agencies creating and maintaining peer support is 

within the third sector: organizations and NPO.s in the civil society (Laimio 2010, 10).   

 

                                                           
9 http://www.terveyskirjasto.fi/terveyskirjasto/tk.koti?p_artikkeli=suo00020#s1 
10 http://nasuomi.org/cms/index.php?page=historia 
 

http://www.terveyskirjasto.fi/terveyskirjasto/tk.koti?p_artikkeli=suo00020#s1
http://nasuomi.org/cms/index.php?page=historia
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2.1.2 Peer support online  

Studies show that online support groups are convenient to participate in; virtual support 

groups provide anonymity and individuals are appreciated by the participation than their 

physical appearances (Barrera, Glasgow, McKay, Boles and Feil, 2002, 637-638). An 

amount of 70% of Finnish households own a computer and an internet connection. The 

internet provides an immense amount of platforms to form discussions and to seek 

information and there is an innumerable amount of different internet communities online 

providing peer support. The characteristics of these groups are that they vary from open 

and to closed discussion groups (registration needed), to chat-communities, blogs 

(internet diaries) or numerous different forms of social media. The main requirement to 

be able to use these is an internet connection and writing abilities. Most social- and 

welfare organizations provide a discussion forum on their webpages (Huuskonen 2010, 

71-72, 76).   

A central reason for people to seek virtual peer support seems to be is that the virtual 

environment and peer support offers an alternative to friends and family. It also has a 

supportive function to the service system. The anonymity gives cover and offers a shelter 

to both for the respondent but also to his or her social networks. Anonymity may also be 

the preferred way of interaction and negative attitudes may occur for face to face 

interaction.  The most important reason to seek for an online peer support community is 

in fact not loneliness but the efficiency aspect (time vs. economy) and the opportunity to 

get someone else’s opinions. Professional helpers is in peers support context not 

considered as unequal’s or disrespectful towards the commentator and the usage of virtual 

peer support is not a response to a dysfunctional service system. In oppose to face to face 

peer support the added value is in fact created by the large amount of participants. (Lagus 

et.al (2013, 39-40) 

The characteristics of online interaction are several. There is a lack of social clues i.e. 

gestures, facial expressions tones of voice. The importance of written text is enhanced 

and an important part of the communication is in mimicking face to face communication 

with symbols () or letter combinations (for example lol = laughing out loud). The 

anonymity supports the idea of equality and enables conversations about difficult or 

shameful subjects Specific strategies of approach in the online environment is 

characterized by the controlled behavior of the commentator, one can choose to reply, to 
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wait or to not comment all the while having the opportunity to think of ones response in 

oppose to face to face interaction that requires at least some level of immediate response. 

The commentators can participate in the discussion at a time that is suitable for them and 

there is no guarantee if someone will respond, if responding at all (Vanhanen 2011, 38).  

Internet based support groups are a growing segment of mutual aid programs for 

individual fighting different problems (Barrera, Glasgow, McKay, Boles and Feil, 2002, 

637-638). Internet is redefining space; the naturalization of the internet (Miller, Slater, 

2001, 3) and the use of chatrooms (often anonymous) can generate profound and intimate 

relationships between the chatters, even leading to marriage (Miller, Slater,2001 23, 24). 

Web forums are not only about personal expression but also about an attempt to new 

forms of exchange. Chat and e-mail have been found to have several advantages over 

face-to face communication. Chat has turned into a specific form of communication and 

is an important form of the internet experience. The internet and chats expose people to 

wider, even untypical discussion and questioning beliefs (Miller, Slater, 2001, 25). 

An online community offers a low risk way and easy way to meet new people (King, 

Moreggi, 1998, 82). Entering a new place, virtual or not, can refreshing but also 

empowering. In this way the internet and its chatrooms etc. offer a sensation of freedom 

without actually have to leave your own home: you can be whoever you want to at that 

moment. And in these situations the virtual world produces agency that then continues 

and reflects also to the actual world. The actual is virtual and virtual is actual life and 

there is a synchronicity between the two realities (Boellstorff, 2008, 245). Talking about 

quitting in the virtual world and getting virtual peer support in return reflects to the users 

actions and agency in actual life. This sort of empowering online agency can also be 

called “cyber-agency” (Pitts 2004, 33-59).  

Some online peer support channels can be found in organized, professional forums while 

others at unofficial, ungoverned online forums. Organized support groups differ from 

self- organized self-help groups (King, Moreggi 1998, 83). The self-organized forums 

can either have clearly political agendas (the legislation of drugs), they can specialize in 

only one specific drug or can have an informative role in the online drug user community. 

An online environment offers a non-judging, non- stigmatizing place which empowers 

the user. The stigmatization, the shame (Goffman 1967, 97-133) and the perceived 
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discrimination (McPhee, 2001) is non-existent in a forum that is created and maintained 

by pro-drug actors.   

 

2.1.3 Quitting, soberness or recovery?  

In chapter 2. I have presented the backgrounds to this thesis: giving legal and political 

frames to the subject, presenting statistics as well as explained the concept of peer support 

as well as peer support in an online environment. The aim with this chapter 2.1.3 is to 

present normative ideas about definitions to quitting substance use and previous research 

about definitions to quitting drugs and the recovery process. This is in order to be able to 

reflect these previous ideas about quitting to the results in the analytics chapter 5. Forms 

of quitting, in which quitting is constructed on the basis of the users stories, comments 

and discussions, giving an “untouched”, normative -free or even a more realistic 

definition to quitting or recovery than to just “stop”.     

The idea of quitting substance abuse seems to be dominated by self-explanatory and 

normative ideas. As if it could be measured with a measuring stick. It is as if addicts or 

users themselves never had a saying in how the process in reality is nor which vocabulary 

they would prefer in order to build the recovery process of. Both of these come from 

“above” creating both unrealistic expectations distorting the actual process. The 

normative, official and governed ideas about quitting oversimplify the words to quit into 

meaning: stopping altogether and never continuing. But is quitting anything for any of us 

ever really that easy?   

The word recovery is used only once in the data compared to the word quit that is used 

over 120 times. The word recovery creates therefore a certain problematic in this context. 

After all recovery is defined as “returning to a normal state of health, min or strength” or 

“regaining possession of something lost”11, for example recovering from an accident or a 

trauma. But is recovery the correct word to describe when an individual has chosen to do 

something because of the positive or even fun experiences it brings but later decides to 

quit it?  

                                                           
11 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/recovery 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/recovery
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For the love of buprenorphine, you’ve been with me during the best years of my life 

and you’ve thought me more than many other things. I’m not dissing you, instead 

I’m embracing you like an old friend.    

And is recovery or the recovery process the correct word to use if drug use is something 

that the individual thinks of as a hobby or a lifestyle (Hänninen, 2007, 665)? One cannot 

recover from playing the piano or recover from playing soccer, one quits playing them. 

Therefore the normative idea of the recovery process needs to be further inspected in this 

chapter.    

If I were a drug user seeking help from the internet, I would probably find guidelines like 

this recovery process is listed below. This five step plan was selected randomly from a 

governed, rehabilitative internet forum12 and seems to represent the trend in various other 

rehabilitative internet forums that offer help for users.   

Figure 1.  

 Committing to quitting 

 Determining and setting goals 

 Choosing a treatment plan 

 Getting support during treatment 

 Planning to live an addiction-free life 

Figure 1 represents a normative, typical idea on “how to quit” substance abuse. To quit 

means simply making a decision and committing to it.  After selecting a treatment plan 

or recovery plan, following steps would normatively be activated by the addict:   

Figure 2.  

 Medical supervision, especially when the withdrawal symptoms kick in 

 Comprehensive psychiatric evaluation 

 Prescription and management of required medications 

 Dual diagnosis, which helps the physicians determine whether the patient has 

other underlying medical conditions 

 Individual, group and family therapy 

 12-step support groups 

 Relapse prevention education 

 

                                                           
12 http://www.rehabs.com/about/recovery-programs/ 

 

 

http://www.rehabs.com/about/relapse-prevention/
http://www.rehabs.com/about/recovery-programs/
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These plans not only oversimplify the definition of quitting but also distort the idea of the 

recovery process. Unfortunately the decision to quit is quite seldom as simple as figure 1 

makes it seem and only the lucky ones have the social and economic resources to gain 

this enormous supporting safety net around them activating doctors, psychiatrists and 

family members. Instead quitting substance abuse and the recovery process is more 

complex and difficult to execute flawlessly than these normative ideas implicate. For 

example, one study explains how stable recovery is usually achieved at 4-5 years of 

continuous recovery and how relapse can be very in that process common (Boisvert et al., 

2008, 206). A popularly referred recovery process (by Prochaskan, Norcoss and 

DiCementa) can be constructed as following: preliminary consideration, consideration, 

preparation, action, maintenance and end-phase (Ruisniemi 2006, 24). The steps can 

fluctuate as relapse can occur.  

The idea of “soberness” can be defined for example by four different definitions. “Newly 

sobers” are the ones that have recently stopped substance abuse, “Completely sobers” are 

the ones that never have and never will use any substances, “Absolutism” is a term used 

for individuals that perhaps have used but aim not to and “Customary soberness” indicates 

to moderate relationship and seldom use of substances. (Orjasniemi, 2005 165-167). And 

as imagined if the definitions of soberness can be as scattered, so can the ideas of recovery 

or quitting. When searching for previous research about the recovery process, I focused 

my search on specifically Finnish studies about recovery from drug abuse. Furthermore I 

paid special attention to different narratives or types of recovery.   

 

Individuals recovering from addiction can be divided into two groups (according to 

Cunningham, 2000): the long-term problem users utilizing the societal harm reduction 

system and social support organizations and individuals who have in a certain period in 

their lives used drugs but at some point grow out of the drug use scene without any 

seeming help. Yet there are so many perspectives of substance abuse that several different 

aspects to recovery can occur (Ruisniemi 2006, 22).    

Recovery can be constructed as the effortless recovery or the difficult recovery (Knuuti 

2007). Furthermore the recovery process can take the form of an AA story, the growth 

story, the co-dependence story, the love story and the mastery story. This variation of 

different recovery stories show that a user can select one’s own story instead of 
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conforming to the normative perception of the process (Hänninen, Koski-Jännes 1999, 

1837). In this thesis, the growth story becomes a central theme. Therefore I am going to 

examine it here some more. This story is an emancipation process from oppressive 

relationships. Recovery in this case requires extracting oneself from limiting or 

dominating relationships. Independency is reach though transforming from a suppressed 

personality to an independent one. Soberness is a side effect but also a cause for the 

growth story in relation to addictions and releases the individual to becoming him- or 

herself (Koski-Jännes, 1999, 1837-1848).    

The recoveries take a step from the drug culture to the recovery culture, this step 

positioning itself to somewhere in the middle of marginalized using and mainstreaming 

and not using. The aim for these recoveries is to transition from a problem user to a person 

aiming for a “normal life” (Hänninen, 2007, 664-666). This thesis situated itself in the 

culture of recovery. This phase is both physical and psychological but is foremost about 

overcoming social barriers. Both negative and positive perspectives can be applied to the 

social networks in the recovery process as peers can actually also lock one down to the 

drug networks (Hänninen, 2007, 666). 

In another study about the recovery process, recovery is constructed in three ways: the 

managing-, the balancing-, and the growth story. In this study the growth story was born 

out of the past becoming a resource for the recovery and the sober future. The change to 

soberness occurs through empowerment and spiritual growth and the past is considered 

an important asset because it molded the person into what she or he was today. The growth 

story is in this study born out of life changes and bigger life decisions (Ruisniemi, 2006, 

8, 240, 245, 247-248).  

2.2 Theoretical frames 

Through the thesis writing project I found two mutually completing yet different 

terminological aspects to give a suitable theoretical and terminological framework for the 

thesis. First E. Goffman’s micro sociological terminology from his books Interaction 

ritual (1967) and Forms of talk (1981) is reflected throughout the analytics chapters. 

Additionally the chapters 4.2.2 One-way talk and 4.2.3 Two-way talk are heavily inspired 

by these. In this chapter I will further explain these choices. This chapter will also 
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introduce the second theoretical term used in this thesis: agency and more specifically 

ambiguous agency (by Honkasalo, Ketokivi, Leppo 2014).    

2.2.1 Goffman and terminology 

Goffman (1967) constructed the idea of moments and their men meaning the interaction 

ritual that is defined by a certain space, environment or situation that gives the frame for 

the actors within that frame and situation. In this thesis, the moments and their men 

translates into the online environment and peer support. Peer support in this study is not 

defined by the individuals as much as it is by the place and situation in which the 

discussion is situated in and the topic that is created by this situation between these 

individuals. These discussions analyzed in my thesis would not exists without the proper 

suitable place and opportunity. The place defines the need and the situation creates the 

demand (Leppo 2014, 365-371).13   

The reason why these individuals find themselves in the anonymous online environment 

could be explained by the fear of losing face (Goffman 1967, 5-47). This feeling is to be 

avoided at any cause due to its excluding nature within the interaction ritual. The feeling 

of embarrassment and shame (Goffman 1967, 97-133) can drive these individuals 

performing illegal and normatively condemned agency away from the societally accepted 

places for interaction instead finding themselves sheltered by the anonymity found online. 

During the recovery process and building a new identity as a non-user the stigma of being 

a former user (Goffman 1963, 1-2) can actually cause insecurity, demotivate and in 

extreme cases cause a relapse. The disempowerment of the stigma is a heavy burden to 

bear. Therefore the stigma can be avoided by executing the quitting process in an online 

environment.   

Individualism creates a suitable environment for individuals at risk to fail at steering their 

life in normatively accepted paths. As a counteraction the society can morally exclude 

these individuals from the society (Rose 1998, Perälä 2012, 43). If the drug- user 

interprets the attitudes in the governed health service system as condemning the societal 

harm reduction policy fails as the user can end up demonized in the societal sphere Achille 

Mbembé (2002) introduced the term “necropolitics” to describe how political action in 

                                                           
13Leppo, A. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
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today’s welfare nations that end up abandoning and rejecting some societal inhabitants 

(Perälä 2012, 45). 

The stigma related to drug use can lead to marginalization of the user. But this 

marginalization can open a new sort of agency to the user (Perälä, 2012, 38). It is 

important for the drug user to find a non-judging, non-stigmatizing environment, feel 

empowered and to feel able to help not only one self but also others (Radcliff, 2011). The 

online discussion group is therefore a reaction: when the welfare state fails to develop in 

the pace of the actual supply and demand, it enables new ways of thinking and acting in 

the margins:  the new rising of the civil society in the form of activism and new agencies 

(Perälä, 2012, 41, 46). This sort of counter culture or counter action of self-governance 

can spring new collective action (Perälä 2012, 49).  The internet forum as an example of 

individuals forming self-governance and taking care of oneself, autonomously with the 

help of one’s own acquired expertise.  

Since the data consist of a discussion thread documented online in written word, 

Goffman’s terminology also explains the micro level interaction and rituals taking place 

in this online environment. Talk forming out of responses and replies, (Goffman, 1981, 

5-78) questions and answers, inquires and other forms of talk break data the data into 

understandable pieces of information Especially cries (Goffman, 1981, 114) and radio 

talk (Goffman, 1981, 197) inspired to understand certain aspects I the data. The important 

qualities sin the data are not necessarily always the questions and answers, the dialog or 

the discussion between two or more participants but can be in form of talking “to no one”, 

“everyone” or to “oneself” in diary like comments with the benefit of no-one being able 

to interrupt or contradict one while writing.. There can be respectively as much as 

valuable information in the use of simple grunts, cries or short sounds indicating listening 

that are on the written online environment indicated by symbols for example such as  

(smiling, agreeing, maintaining peace), … (the three dots leaving the interpretation to the 

listener) or ¤#! (upset, frustrated or angry). This ways Goffman contributes to this thesis 

not only by forming social and emotional terminology but also conversational.   

 2.2.2 Ambiguous agency 

Some welfare nations this neo-liberal policy can be more controlling than caring. As a 

result some marginalized spheres of the society can actually become overly controlled 

instead of cared for or supported (Perälä 2012, 44). According to A Finnish study 
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(Arminen & Perälä 2001) a strict cultural model in substance rehabilitation forces all 

individuals to a similar role and identical identity. This in turn can lead to inflation of the 

individuals own subjective understanding of the problematics and create a further gap 

between the helping instance and the individual (Ruisniemi 2006, 23). These factors 

contribute to the seeming counter reaction in this sub-cultural group in form of creating 

an autonomous mutual aid community.  

When drug-users create their own safe environment to respond to their needs, such as the 

online discussion group, the societally disempowered users form agency instead of 

victimization (Ryan, 1976). The users are forming an active response to mutual 

unanswered needs in the form of a virtual safety net, restoring their own agency (Perälä, 

2012, 85). This thesis introduces drug users as active agents instead of passive victims 

(Ryan, 1976). Agency creates empowerment which is an important aspect to peer support 

as peer support empowers both participants in the discussion).  

Within sociology, agency is purposeful action that positions the actor (the individual) as 

a functioning decision maker that makes rational choices (Ritzer, 2014 331,417). But this 

assumption creates a problematic. What if a specific behavior is unintended, spontaneous, 

accidental, or random? Situations that involve agency outside the societal marginal and 

outside the normatively functioning sphere; where agency is created by those who are 

considered passive or as anti- agents in un-circumstances require a more specific term.  

In 2014 I assisted in a sociology seminar under the subject of Ambiguous action14. In this 

seminar the discussion evolved around such agency and action that was not self-evident: 

the agency that lies within inaction. The concept of ambiguous action was created in for 

example in environments seemingly passive: in waiting rooms, hunters waiting to shoot 

prey in the woods (Ketokivi, 2014)15, African mothers giving up their children for 

adoption (Högbacka, 2014)16 and at last by drug users, creating their own do-it-yourself 

welfare system in a post-welfare state (Fairbanks, 2014).17 This is how I was introduced 

to one of the most used terms in this thesis: ambiguous action.  

                                                           
14 Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
15 Ketokivi M-L. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
16 Högbacka R. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
17 Fairbanks R. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
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Later that year, on the basis of this seminar a related article, “Moniselitteinen ja hämärä 

toimijuus” was published in the journal Sosiologia (Honkasalo, Ketokivi, Leppo 2014). 

This article reflects further on accidental, normatively passive or undocumented agency. 

According to the article this term can be useful especially in field work and ethnographic 

research. It is especially a useful term ethnographically since agency is not always self-

explanatory or self- evident.  It emphasizes that there indeed are forms of agency that are 

seemingly passive, unfocused and without evident goals but is still valuable action. Using 

the term different addictions and such abnormal pit stops in either normative life lines or 

even entire narratives of life can be made transparent and highlighted. This term 

emphasizes agency created in fragile, chaotic or suspicious circumstances but that is to 

be taken as seriously as normatively praised or rewarded action: ambiguous agency 

(Honkasalo, Ketokivi, Leppo 2014, 365-371). 

3. Methods 
Because of the peculiar nature of the data as well the ethnographic approach I decided to 

divide methods and data to two different chapters (chapter 3 for methods and chapter 4 

for data). This gives me an opportunity to dig in the data in an ethnographical way: to 

describe the structure of the data and the cultural meanings of the group more specifically 

as well as reflect on its position in relation to other forums. So at this point I will therefore 

merely briefly describe how I selected my data and then continue to reflect on the 

methods. During autumn 2013 I attended a seminar within qualitative research methods 

at the University of Helsinki. We (the participants of the seminar) were divided into 

groups and then given assignments within different aspects of addiction and substance 

abuse. Our group was assigned to research within the recovery from drug addiction, a 

topic fairly new to me. This is how I became familiar with the drug- and addiction 

discourse in sociology and specifically the aspect of recovery from drug abuse. I the end 

of the seminar we were informed that it was possible for us to extend our research to a 

master’s thesis if interest would arise. I immediately rose to the occasion. 

I had quite early on decided I wanted to use the internet in data collection, so when I 

found a public but ungoverned online discussion group for drug users by drug users, I had 

found my internet forum. I browsed through the forum and soon enough found at thread 

named “Thoughts about quitting”. At this point it became evident that this was the thread 
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I had been looking for: an under the radar discussion about quitting drug use in a forum 

that was pro- drugs. 

The discussion thread has been founded in the spring of 2012 and consist of 628 replies 

(= comments), it has been viewed (24.04.2015) 44 752 times. The object of this research 

is the discussion, to which I direct my research questions. The main object is therefore 

not the respondents or the group. This being the case I will not quote so much a specific 

respondent, but in fact: what is said? Therefore I will not name any names, nicks or aliases 

when quoting, I do not know the simplest thing about the respondents (the sex for 

example) and will therefore be trying to use the word he if talking about the respondents, 

or commentators if you will.      

In the next chapter (4. Data), I will describe the forum as part of my analysis. I felt that 

this kind of ethnographical, almost anthropological approach to the group was necessary 

since the environment, i.e. the forum and discussions they have produced represent a 

sample of a very special and fascinating cultural sub group. As one of the respondents 

write: 

Sometimes I wonder if I’m enough of a psychonaut to this forum. 

Above a respondent is wondering if he has the right to belong to the forum since he feels 

that the others are such psychonauts (with this term presumably inspired by the astronaut 

referring to expertise about space, he is describing the level of interest in drugs in 

chemical, biological and societal context that seems to give the respondents almost a 

status of an expert in being “Spaced out”). This one sentence gives also a preliminary 

sense to the reader here what kind of the talk and what kind of people produce the talk.  

The data i.e. the discussion is public and can be read by anyone, no registration is needed. 

My role was of a reader and observer not participating, so I did not sign in or register 

anywhere. The forum is based in Finland and the discussion is in Finnish. I have therefore 

translated all the quotes to their English equivalent. Perhaps the biggest language 

challenge was in fact set by the drug specific user discourse: the street talk, the slang i.e. 

the codes that I had to decipher first in Finnish: what does this mean? After deciphering 

the code, the actual translation from Finnish to English was easy. I gathered all original, 

Finnish quotes to the end pages of this thesis.   
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Since the focus is on unsupervised and informal pages, I am ruling out every webpage 

governed by NPO: s or any other private or government based official organization that 

might somehow influence or control the discussions. This way I will also be ruling out 

the normative, legal point of view on recovery of drug addiction as a norm or a normative 

goal 

This sort of case analysis could possible end up ruling out informants or comments from 

possible marginalized users with no access to the internet as well as informants that do 

not feel familiar in the internet environment or social media. This leads to the conclusion 

that it is possible that my sample can end up excluding some relevant information and 

end up somewhat homogenous but on the other hand the participants being anonymous, 

these assumptions can never be proven right or wrong. 

 

3.1 Thematic analysis - forming the vocabulary 

I have used qualitative research methods as methodological tools and decided further to 

use mixed methods completing each other in the analytics process. (Creswell, 2014, 183) 

I decides to analyze the data using two different analytical tools: thematic analysis for 

mapping out meanings of quitting (Alasuutari, 1993) and actantial model to extract the 

role of peer support in the quitting process. It seemed natural that in order to find 

meanings of quitting, certain themes and further type stories would surface whereas the 

actantial model would help me find different meanings and positions for social support 

and specify the role of peer support. In this chapter, I will explain how I used thematic 

analysis in analytics process while in the next chapter, I will present the use of the 

actantial model in the analytics process.   

In thematic analysis theme that rise from the data are categorized into different groups 

and sub-groups. After this mutual understandings and meanings within the different 

themes form general examples of these types.  Thematic analysis transform a certain 

themes into a generalization (Tuomi, 93). Despite my ambitious decision to execute the 

analytics process with the help of the computer program atlas.ti, I ended up doing the 

entire analytics process with traditional means such as pen, paper, post-it notes and 

highlighting pens. For example: it took me some months to figure out the key words in 

the data and what the data is about in the first place. The only electrical, modern tool that 
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I used frequently was MS Offices: Word 2013 and especially the search function (ctrl+f). 

This enabled me to easily find clues such as how many times a certain word had been 

used but also to find absence of certain words. I read through the data several times, 

several months between the readings, each time getting a stronger sense of what the data 

was telling me.  

The thematic analysis processed in a step by step manner. True to the research questions 

the two main themes that I concentrated on finding were: the social networks and different 

words that explained quitting (for example to take a break, to go to rehab, to stop, to 

lessen, to adjust etc.) First time I read through the data, I categorized themes with pen and 

paper even though my original intention was just read, not analyze. 

 

Figure 3.  

The subjective definition of recovery/ Käsitys toipumisesta 

kohtuus vähentää irtaantua lopullista irtaantuessa sortua lipsua lopettaa lopettaminen 

lopettamiset lopettelut taukoilla taukoileminen katkaisu riippuvuus kuntoutus 

päihteettömyys raitistuminen 

 

 

Figure 4.  

The use of positive and supportive words/ Positiivisten sanojen käyttö 

kiitos kannustavia ylpeä sisu tsempit kieltäytyä apua hienoa päätös hyvä kiitos hyvältä 

hieno onnistua kiittää kiitollinen onnea 

+ 

The role of networks/ Verkostojen merkitys 

te/me täällä kaverit kontaktit vertaistuki perhe sisko veli oma hoitsu Jumala 

 

Figure 3 demonstrates the beginning of the thematic process listing the variations of the 

ideas of recovery or quitting in the data. At this point, I was using Finnish language. As 

can be seen the variation of different aspects to quitting is much more diverse then just 

“to quit” or “to recover”. Figure 4 respectively demonstrates the beginning of the thematic 

process listing the use of supportive words combined with the use of words representing 
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different networks. The two figures above built the thematic core and central key words 

to this thesis. After this preliminary vocabulary forming session, I started to think about 

the process in English, giving valuable insights about the importance of the 

sociolinguistic approaches. Below I have listed examples of the adjustments made in in 

the vocabulary in order to answer the research questions with the vocabulary offered by 

the data. In the left column are the normatively used words that mainly appear in 

newspapers, scholarly articles and studies. The data consist of 66 340 words and the 

number in the parenthesis represents how many time the normative word in question has 

appeared in the data. In the right column are the corresponding data based explanations 

those same words.    

Forming the vocabulary and finding meanings 

 Normative            Data based    

addict (11) user, chooser  

addiction (16) to use (appeared 130 in the data), uncontrolled use of drugs 

illness (0) having undesirable physical or psychological effects of use 

problem use (5) uncontrolled use of drugs or undesirable physical or psychological effects 

rehab (2) taking back control, purifying ritual, fasting 

peer (4) someone who knows what its like to: like doing drugs or hate quitting them 

sober (4) clean or using so moderately that one can function properly or normatively  

recovery (1) to quit ( appeared 120 in the data), back to controlled use, moderation of use   

 

As seen, the normative vocabulary differed from the used vocabulary in the data. 

Therefore I had to set the normative vocabulary to the side and instead start to use the 

words offered by the data. For example out of 66 340 words: the word ”addict” was used 

only 11 times, the word peer was  4 times in the data and the word recovery was used 

only once. The sociolinguistic approach of the research shifts when the vocabulary is 

adjusted to match the data’s vocabulary. 

During the second round I collected representative quotations about the theme of quitting 

and categorized them on the basis of occurred themes: peers, quitting, moderation, 

rehabilitation etc. On the third round I extracted patterns in the use of these words that I 

had wrote down, what their meanings were in this context, what effect they had, how the 
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responses use these words are and what the message that these words contain could be. 

This process enabled be to find the main themes and typologies for the analytics chapters.  

In the end the thematic process helped me form the vocabulary to this thesis starting from 

the main theme to this thesis, which changed from: recovering from drug addiction to 

quitting drug use. Thematic analysis also laid the basis for chapter 5. Forms of quitting. 

Even though the thematic process helped me in the analytical process, it essentially started 

to show results when it was combined to the actantial model. In the next chapter I will 

explain how I combined these two. 

 

3.2 Actantial model 

The actantial model is a methodological tool that helps analyzing a text as a story with a 

plot (Alasuutari, 1993, 105). A story is a presentation where the storyteller (in this case 

the respondent in the data) in one way or the other explains why he or she is telling the 

story (Alasuutari 120). It helps both to find differences and similarities between the stories 

as well as meaning that are formed in the data (Alasuutari, 1993, 111). But finding the 

narrative and defining the plot accordingly is merely the beginning and functions as tool 

for interpreting the narratives and finding meaning within them. (Alasuutari, 1993, 114)   

I chose to use the actantial model in order to map out the role of peer support in this 

context.  The actantial model was created by A. Greymas for structuralistical discourse 

semiotics and the analytics of narratives. This is a suitable tool for analyzing stories and 

narratives. The actantial model is demonstrated below in figure 5. It is based on idea that 

there are different roles and purposes in narratives (stories or in this case responses in a 

discussion thread) and these roles and purposes can be placed in different positions or 

meanings from the narrative. (Alasuutari, 1993, 117-120). The data was ultimately 

categorized into three different narrative categories (as seen in figure 6.) according to the 

figure found below. 
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Figure 5.  

The King  The princess  The young Man 

Sender (POWER) Object  Receiver 

 Communication - axis 

    

 

 

        Project-axis 

 

 Conflict- axis 

Helper  Subject  Opponent 

The old man  The Young Man The troll  

 

 

Figure 5 demonstrates the basic idea in mapping out the roles in the story using the 

actantial model. The basic idea is that a princess (= the mission or purpose) has gone 

missing. The king (the one that motivates) hires a young man to find her and rewards the 

young man with his daughters (the princesses) hand, if he finds her. There is an old man 

helping (motivators) the young man and a troll opposing and hindering (someone who 

stands in the way) the young man on his mission. These different roles, positions and 

purposes can be switched and mixed up to find more meanings to the different roles and 

subjects (Alasuutari, 1993, 117-120).  

In my analytics process however some of the roles turn out more insignificant than others 

and some roles appeared to be in key position. In practice, the actantial model gave 

following results in the role distribution. The object which was found through the 

thematic analysis determined three different models in three different chronological 

moments in the users life line: the past, the now and the future or the goal.. The subject, 

the sender, the helper as well as the receiver were all dominated by the “I”, the user him 

or herself. And the helper vs. opponent roles turned out to explain the role of the peer 

support. Figure 6 demonstrates the moments in the drug users life in order to take control 

of the drug use that is considered uncontrolled by the user themselves.      
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Figure 6.  

 

As seen in figure 6 there are three different typical narratives of taking control or quitting 

in the data. The three models demonstrate three different situations or moments in the 

user’s life, starting from the users past of drug use, making the decision to quit and 

therefore entering the second model (“Now”) and moving to the third model (“Goal”) 

describing the users drug free future. As seen in the figure, some aspects rise above others. 

According to the data, the importance of”I” throughout the quitting process seems to be 

the most important factor. Only “I” can decide to quit and maintain the quitting decision: 

no-one else can do it for me.  

Model 1 shows the time before the quitting decision, the past. In Model 1 other drug users 

appear considered helpers to reach the object: to use. Opponents are presented by anyone 

else i.e. non-users and those who condemn the use.   

Model 2 shows how other users: friends from the drug scene i.e. former peers shift from 

helpers to opponents. In model 2 a new significant role: other quitters transform into new 

peers whereas other users i.e. former peers shift to opponents. Model 2 demonstrates the 

importance of peer support not only in the role of the helper but in the role of the receiver, 

not only rewarding the individual in the “Now” in the midst of the quitting process but 

also other quitters, the peers.      
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Model 3 show the “Goal” of the quitting process, the future. The object is to maintain 

clean from excessive drug use or to quit use altogether. In Model 3 can be seen how while 

all drug users maintain in the opponent category, both other quitters as well as other non-

users support now the object, to maintain clean and maintain the quitting decision.  

Note. It is not to be mistaken that the models could have looked different depending on 

the researches choices of what to emphasize. I chose for example to simplify the agents 

to: I, drug users, other quitters and non-users and divide the models to three in 

chronological order positioning the moment of the data to “Now”. Especially the “non-

user category” was very scattered in the data describing social relationships variating 

from family members such as parents or spouses to employers or even government 

officials such as doctors, social workers or the police. Also governed peer support such 

as NA:s services were mentioned. But as these mentioning’s were scattered as well as 

few, I chose to name all of these simply “non-users” since they all seemed to have the 

anti-drug approach. 

As a result of Figure 6 a new figure can be constructed. 

Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7 demonstrates the moment in which the respondents in the data are situated. The 

decision to quit has been made and a change from model 1 to model 2 has happened. The 

orange dot implies “you are here” to the user, aiming for the goal: to quit. The quitting 
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decision appears also to be a path to independence, which will be further explained in the 

chapters to come. Figure 7 forms therefore the basis for the main analytics chapter: 6. The 

quitting process: past, now and the ultimate goal”, further examining this shift in roles 

according to the object and the path to independency.  

 

3.3 Researchers positioning and ethical reflections 

At this point I am going to reflect on my own position to drugs and the online 

environment. In the beginning of this research, I was quite the amateur in relation to 

drugs. I have never taken any nor have I ever had any experiences about them. I entered 

this research with an objective and curious mind.  The internet, on the other hand, I was 

quite familiar with. Being now in my thirties I belong to the first digitally native 

generation, using the internet in various forms daily, since my teenage years. So even 

though the drug scene was new for me, the online environment: the forum, the function 

of the forum and the forum-related vocabulary, I was quite familiar with from the 

beginning. Even though the drug- related vocabulary was new for me, it opened quite 

quickly just reading through the data and browsing through the forum and related forums 

online, most of the vocabulary being quite self-explanatory. I believe that the online 

environment being natural for me played a significant role in extracting various aspects 

from the data, for example through understanding the: written signs, structure and 

position of the forum and being able to relate to the usage of a discussion forum. 

Ethically I reflected how to guard the safety and the anonymity the forum and the 

respondents, keeping in mind that the group can be sensitive especially since they form a 

support group or function as a mental resource for each other (Kuula 2011 192). Since 

the ethical guidelines regarding public but anonymous internet discussions are still quite 

new and unfixed, some decisions are left up to the researcher to decide (Kuula 2011, 169).  

This is merely a masters’ thesis and will therefore not be read frequently, it will not be 

officially published and will remain somewhat unexposed to the public. These 

circumstances offer a high level of anti-exposure to the data and the source. The data was 

collectively produced, without one singular responsible individual (Kuula 2011, 172). 

The object for this research is not the individual respondents but in fact the discussion 

and what was being said. Material published online can be seen as a social environment 
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where people exchange thoughts and feelings (Kuula 2011, 170) and the focus in the 

thesis was indeed on the cultural regularities provided by the discussion.  

There is no registering required to the discussion in the forum and the discussion is freely 

to be read by anyone. This implies that the forum is open for visitors (Kuula 2011, 186). 

The data is public and can be compared to for example public documents (Kuula 2011, 

171). This enabled me to use the discussion as data. The data itself was anonymous 

guarded by aliases and nicks used by the respondents. I will not publish any of these nicks 

or aliases in this thesis. I do not state anywhere the source to my thesis, i.e. the name of 

the internet forum nor the address and have created a false name when referring to it in 

the analytics chapters.   

 

4. Data – an ethnographic description  

 

Since the ethnographic approach requires a cultural understanding of the research subject 

and also requires that the researcher takes a role of an intermediator between the research 

object and the readers to the thesis I find it too superficial to just start analyzing the data 

from the “peer support” and “quitting drug use” - perspectives. This is because group 

itself that has produced my data is a very interesting and specific form of subculture: a 

phenomenon that represents the cultural and societal networks combining illegal 

substance abuse and an online environment in this day and age.  Every time I either started 

to write a description about the data or analyzing it, I found myself writing first an 

immense amount information about the data: not only the thread itself but also the forum, 

the forums relation to other similar forums and speculating on what kind of people the 

respondents are. During the research process I became deeply fascinated with the forum: 

the topics and the discussions. To me, it opened an almost beautifully constructed online 

world or city with a specific form of togetherness and citizenship. It was although I got a 

rare and unique sociological glance of a very carefully hidden sub- cultural group. With 

the notion of these perceptions of my own growing interest to the structure of the group, 

I concluded that the forum and the thread offered me not only the data, but descriptive 

aspects to the analytics chapters. This chapter therefore offers descriptive aspects of the 

group as part of the analytics chapters.  
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4.1 The map 

In this thesis the internet provides the main environment and a virtual umbrella for all the 

different arenas to discuss drugs in. This location, the maps above and observations in the 

next chapter can be considered as clues that will eventually lead to the results of this 

thesis.  (Alasuutari, 1993, 68).  

Therefore, I am now going to describe the place of the thread within the frames of the 

internet, describe the forum and the group itself. In the figure below (figure 8) I have 

drawn a map to demonstrate where this discussion takes place, the internet giving the 

frame for the place. The map also gives a specific position and a hands on location to the 

forum within which the thread is found from the internet.    

Figure 8. How to find the forum. 

 

 

How to interpret figure 8. This map explains the position and the role of the thread (my 

data) in oppose and in relation to other threads about drugs. Following the arrows it can 

be seen how I have chosen my data from these various options in other forums on the 

internet. The figure does not therefore explain the contents internet but instead gives and 

overview of which different online environments offer opportunities to discuss drugs.  
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The cursive words indicate forums with ungoverned, unofficial discussion forums that 

talk about drugs between peers. Following the arrows you can find the specific thread I 

am going to analyze but also altogether various virtual environments where drug 

discussions can take place. The forum that provides my data is called “The chamber” and 

is marked by bold letters. This forum is anonymous. 

 

If an individual wants to talk about drugs in Finnish, it can be done in these different 

contexts in figure 8. The discussion opportunities presented above function in the civil 

society i.e. are non-governmental and can be divided into four different under categories: 

pro drug forums provided by private maintenance, general discussion forums, anti-drug 

forums and the social media.  

 

With figure 8. I want to illustrate in which virtual environments an individual can discuss 

drugs both unsupervised and self-governed in Finnish context. The figure is constructed 

on the basis of a basic google search, using the search command drugs + discussion in 

Finnish. On the basis of this search I constructed this map of the most common places 

online to discuss drugs in discussions groups or forums with peers. The tone of these 

discussions can be drug positive, negative or neutral, the only common factor being the 

topic of drugs itself. I want to note that not all forums are presented, nut this is merely an 

overall perspective. I personally believe there plenty more forums that discuss drugs in a 

self-governed environment. The fact is the more I searched, the more I found, so it is safe 

to assume that there are a lot of unsupervised discussion going on in the net about drugs. 

 

As a side note I want to yet present another environment for discussing drugs virtually, 

presented below in figure 9. This means, if an individual wants to discuss drugs online, 

in an unsupervised arena there are in fact not one but two main options: the internet or 

the “shadow internet” such as TOR-net. I will not discuss the TOR-net further but I want 

to recognize that the internet does not monopolize the virtual world and that other arenas 

alike are also to be found and utilized when illegal subjects want to be discussed virtually 

and unsupervised.  
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Figure 9. TOR- net 

 

TOR-net (hidden, illegal18) 

 

Anonymous networks19 

 

Discussions about drugs 

 

 

4.1.1 The threads and the thread 

When following the virtual tracks that leads to the thread it is apparent that there is a lot 

of activity at the place, at this moment. “The chamber” includes over 2000 members and 

maintains over 180 000 posts in the discussions. Figure 10 demonstrates how to find the 

thread within the forum. In the forum called “The chamber” there are four different main 

forums. Picking one of these opens twelve categories of discussion topics within it and 

picking one of these categories opens 529 new discussion topics. Altogether there are 

4157 topics of which one is Thoughts about quitting.  The thread is under the subject “A 

general discussion” and it was created by a user 1 of May 2012 and the discussion still 

going on.  

Note: while working on my thesis the structure of the topics actually changed a bit, 

indicating an active maintenance and administration crew in the forum. At a point I 

noticed that instead of the one thread about quitting, there was now a new category under 

the name of “Harm reduction”, with 16 different topics ranging from “Harmful combos 

of drugs, medicine and alcohol” to “Long term effects of use”. One of these 16 topics was 

now “thoughts about quitting”, which was displayed now as the first topic of the 16. This 

is a good example of the level of organization within the forum. The forum has an almost 

professional tone and is actively structured and maintained by the administrative actors.   

                                                           
18 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tor_%28anonymity_network%29 
19http://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/2011100714534390_uu.shtml 

 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tor_%28anonymity_network%29
http://www.iltalehti.fi/uutiset/2011100714534390_uu.shtml
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Have you guys ever thought about quitting drugs?[--] Lately the trips has felt like 

I’m watching the same movie over and over again. 

This line is the opening line in the discussion thread that is analyzed in this thesis. It is 

the trigger that starts a spontaneous discussion between random, anonymous drug users 

that find themselves in a specific place: a discussion forum and were visiting this specific 

thread from the beginning of May 2012.   

The thread consist of a total of 66 340 word, the number of replies is at four hundreds and 

the length of a reply is from a couple of sentences to entire A4 pages. There are nearly 

hundred respondents participating in the thread.. This thread is one of the most popular 

topic (3rd). It has over 25 000 views in oppose to for example the next thread (4th) which 

has 20 000 views. This would indicate that there is a need and interest for these kind of 

unsupervised discussions: moderating the use awakens curiosity and interest.  

Figure 10. The thread  

 

As seen in figure 10 there are 96 respondents with minimum amount of replies of 1 per 

one respondent and maximum amount of replies of 95 per one respondent. Most 

respondents contributed with one to five replies. Figure 11 demonstrates graph of reply 

frequency by respondents 

Figure 11. Table of comments and respondents 
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Figure 12. Graph of reply frequency by respondents. 

 

 

The forum seems popular and so seems the topic of my analysis. The variation in replies 

and respondents are quantitatively on a wide range. In the beginning of my research 

process during spring of 2014 it had collected 425 replies, being one of the most popular 

subjects. By May 2014 it had got over 20 000 views and by July 2014 over 30 000 views. 

By 5 March 2015 the thread consisted of 624 replies and 43082 views.  This is something 

I noticed while working on my thesis. 

 

4.1.2 Topics and footprints 

Browsing through the discussion topics I found a variation of interesting words used in 

this context. This also demonstrates the semiotic approach in this research i.e. language 

as tool and as creator of the data (Sulkunen & Törrönen, 1997). Keeping I mind that there 

are over 4000 topics in the group (of which one is the data to my research) I have here 

picked a few to demonstrate what else is for example discussed in the forum.  

Some topics are clearly indicating illegal activity like: “Stealing” or “Customs”, while 

others are very societally accepted and general, like: ”The parliamentary elections 2015”, 

a discussion about political parties in a general manner. The biggest topics are self-

evidently about medicines, some about tripping, while others are more informative, like 
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“The street pricelist for amateurs”.  One that happened to strike me especially was. “The 

vocabulary, explanations and etymology” which for me indicated very educated, middle-

class thinking. In this chapter, I wanted to paint a picture about in which environment my 

data and thread can be found but also to wake thoughts about who the respondents could 

be, using words like “etymology”. 

Quotes. Reading through the thread I noticed that the respondents have aliases, under 

which they act in the forum, but also that many of the respondents had also picked a quote 

to personify their comments. Below I have listed some quotes. It is like a footprint of that 

specific respondent.      

 Keep it unreal. 

Some quotes were clearly referring both to the unreal feelings that some substances 

produce. The origin to these quotes with unreal themes (I heard from a colleague in my 

new work place) were originating from the IRC-gallery times (a Finnish social media 

platform from the 1990s, having had similarities to Facebook or Myspace). He told me 

that at those times it was absolutely vital during internet discussions about illegal subjects 

to emphasize that the discussion and the ones writing are actually unreal and imaginary, 

even fictive so that they couldn’t be legally charged with anything. 

Other quotes were more concrete:  

 You’re a filthy junkie! Scum of the earth!! 

This quote indicates the awareness of the respondents social positioning: the prejudice, 

stigma and a negative quality in the person’s identity that drug-use raises in normative 

societal thinking. Other quotes were more philosophical, signaling an active mind and 

self-reflection about drug-use. 

 You can’t experience something that is not in you. 

 He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man. 

 The next time someone complains about your doings, respond that:  

you, me or the whole world wouldn’t exist without imperfection. -

Stephen Hawking  

To me, these personified quotes support the fact that these are thinking, active agents 

acting within an ambiguous activity.  
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4.1.3 The rules and the gatekeepers 

As it happened, I noticed that the top respondent is also a “moderator”. Whereas the 

“admin” functions sort of like a CEO of a company, an “admin” is a peer or a user that 

has officially been recognized by the “admin”. According to the pages introduction, a 

moderator has formal rights to remove replies that are off the limits and functions as a 

guardian of the pages, monitoring that everyone are following the forums rules. These 

“admins” have rights to modify the pages and the substance in the pages. This explains 

the high frequency of this one respondents activity and as ”she” (gut feeling and I cannot 

use the word “it” either) might be overrepresented she does seem to maintain neutral and 

no interfere much in relation to other respondents. Her function is therefore a “super 

respondent” or simply, key informant or even a “gatekeeper”. 

A gatekeeper is an actor that provides and guards the objects of or the data of research. 

(Kuula 2011, 144).  The forum I am studying has also a topic called “Rules of the forum”. 

This topic has only 19 posts but has got over 35 000 views. These rules are applied by the 

moderators (the guardian I was explaining about). The rules provide a shelter and 

anonymity, also for the respondents in my data. The rules restrict and guide the 

discussions but also protect the respondents. The rules forbid giving out personal details 

or information about oneself or others and asks for respect of others participants privacy. 

The moderators are to apply censorship according to their own judgment and can alter the 

replies. In general, the rules are: Don’t pick fights with others and be sensible in the 

discussions. This is reflected throughout the pages giving them a “formal” and positive 

spirit. This obviously eliminates the negative feedback or commenting and emphasizes 

the supportiveness in the group. The self-regulation of the group with the help of the rules 

and the gatekeepers guarantee that nothing illegal is happening, that the discussion 

remains supportive and descent and that trolls are non-existent. The text below is by one 

of the moderators where this is explained:  

I removed all the comments from this thread that were out of line. I hope this is clear 

now. No one needs to come to this thread where we talk about big and difficult stuff 

and act all unsupportive. If you want to play around you can find some garbage, 

dumbass thread and make an ass out of yourself there. Quitting is hard and it involves 

a lot of shit so I’m hoping that the hype around using would be left at the door. A lot 

of us are wrestling with the addiction and the craving and at worst the quitting 

process is a really long process, during which you can relapse without warning. So 

let’s not push anyone to that direction okay. 
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This is an example of the moderator’s action. If someone breaks the rules and comments 

something that is considered “off-topic” or against the rules, it will be removed. This sort 

of self-regulation in form of mutually recognized and accepted censorship is maintained 

in the forum mainly because of the forums pro-drug atmosphere that is: no selling, 

borrowing, switching of or giving drugs on this forum or the federals will shut down the 

forum altogether. As I browsed through the forum noticed discussions about this has 

actually happening to a lot of forums, so the fear of shutting down the forum motivates 

the moderators to clean the discussions into representable and legal form. The censorship 

is necessary for the groups´ existence. I also noticed that since the thread is called 

“thoughts about quitting”, the respondents were quite careful to comment on that topic 

and not off-topic, which I in my experience is a code of conduct in internet discussions 

that I also have participated in.  .  

4.2 Who is producing the talk?  

A little bit about the community and some first dimensions of the data (Kuula, 2011, 22) 

and the people that shape “The chamber”. Entering the forum and the discussion threads 

I browsed through the pages in order to get a general feeling about the community. 

Throughout the community (total amount of members: 2407, age limit -18) different 

discussion topics attract different participants: the biochemical topics attract “the nerds” 

and the experts to share their knowledge while other topics attract the heavy users and the 

jailbirds.  

Preliminary reading through the data to this thesis gave me the impression that this 

specific group that has found the discussion thread about quitting are in fact quite 

educated and aware (= “smart, normal young people”). I base this feeling on vocabulary 

and use of words (rhetorics and argumentation) but also their reasoning and logical 

thinking. Some have a recreational relationship to drug use while other are problem users. 

I will not have access to who these respondents really are (geographically or 

socioeconomic or class positioning) due to the anonymity factor and this is thus purely a 

“hunch”. But this does lead to the  reasoning that this analysis rules out the ones that are 

possible marginalized and do not have access to the internet and also in general the ones 

that do not feel familiar in the internet forum environment. This leads to the conclusion 

that it is possible that my sample can end up excluding some relevant information and 
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end up somewhat homogenous but also on the other hand the participants being 

anonymous, these assumptions can never be proven right or wrong. The data is evidence 

and on the basis of this evidence the research is executed (Alasuutari, 98). Thus the use 

of the word “case” in this thesis and analysis. 

The words that also came into my mind were: from young, trendy and educated 

recreational users to young, hip and educated heavy users. The forum being anonymous 

I can be sure of this but this is the overall feeling. These are functional people that have 

a mutual hobby with acknowledged risks, like skydivers looking for the perfect rush 

acknowledging the presence of death or a group of chefs trying new recipes with exciting 

and sometimes poisonous side effects: they are looking for the perfect experiences and 

the perfect way to live their lives. They just have more untraditional ways to look for 

these experiences or balance than some others. The community consist possibly of quite 

homogeneous people to lead me to these observations and feelings. The word community 

is also a good choice since they sincerely seem to consider themselves member in this 

sort of sub culture and the spirit is encouraging and positive. Expertise, knowhow and 

sharing the same interest in an almost professional matter also links these discussions and 

people together forming the even somewhat formal spirit of “The chamber”.  

Familiarizing with my data I noticed that I needed to let go of my preliminary 

(amateurish) attitudes towards the subject of this thesis. This is something I ask of the 

reader as well. This thesis is entering a world where drug-use is normative and accepted, 

almost as a hobby or choice of lifestyle. This is reflected in my thesis through a non-

judgmental and open minded mindset. The atmosphere being: “It is okay to use drugs and 

equally as ok to not use”. In this mindset there is no judgment, laws or norms that dictate 

that you should consider drugs, drug-use and addiction as “bad or wrong”. Second, the 

reader is through this thesis entering a world where death by drugs is considered okay, as 

well as side-effects of drug use. Drug-use is portrayed almost as a hobby which, if 

controlled is pleasurable and if uncontrolled, can have severe consequences that are on 

one’s own responsibility.  

Furthermore below I have presented a sentence uttered by one of the respondents, to 

describe the nature of the data, the mindset of the group and the respondents.  

My internship at the pharmacy starts after Christmas. 
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This line presents the ethnographic atmosphere of the data and also the thesis. Meaning: 

this is a group of societally functioning users that not only go to school or have jobs but 

also have actual expertise within pharmaceuticals and chemicals. The concept of “peers” 

in the research questions runs therefore deeper than drug-users but also refer to a 

relationship of colleagues. The respondents share the experience of being not only a drug 

user, but being functional and even in some cases having actual expertise in the chemical 

aspect of drugs and pharmaceuticals. In fact it seems that this forum has an almost 

encyclopedic role in the drug user community and presents itself as an arena both for 

experts and knowledge seekers to meet and exchange information. This last notion was 

in fact confirmed to me by a friend who uses drugs recreationally and had sometimes 

visited the forum with the aim of seeking information.    

At last I want to take a moment to reflect on merely the word: peer. In Finnish the word 

peer is translated into “vertainen”, the origins being in the word “compare”, “similar” or 

even “alike”. The word “vertainen” is often used specifically in the context of substance 

in abuse, addiction or sharing a similar problematic experience. The word pair 

peer+support translates into “vertaistuki”, which translates to “support from alikes”. In 

English respectively the word peer can be used in several different context describing 

individuals that share something similar and equal to each other as education or race. The 

word peer can be used to describe two toddlers similar in age and growing phase or even 

to colleagues, sharing the same position in their field of work. Here is why I think the 

word peer particularly in English fits in to this thesis. As this chapter shows, the 

respondents are in fact were not only peers in the context peer support but also active 

agents in their field of expertise sharing the same values, experiences and interest towards 

the subject of drugs. So the idea of peer support in this thesis, turned out to equal, not 

only support for a problem but support by experts. Rising then the idea of that these are 

peers as in colleagues and experts talking to each other about a mutual subject of interest, 

in a safe place and expert environment created by colleagues and also administrated by 

colleagues.     
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4.2.1 Forms of talk 

At this point I have to state something evident: there is no talking or listening in this 

forum, but instead writing and/or reading. When thinking about the research question 

about what the role of the forum is in relation to peer support and quitting drug-use, I 

could not help but wonder how I define “the forum” in the context of the research 

question. Is “the forum” the social context of people who are forming it or is it the 

discussion, the words and the dialog seen on my computer screen? In face to face 

interaction (or face to face peer support) it is to my opinion both of these: the physical 

aspects people interacting, but also the linguistic aspects: sounds and gestures, non- verbal 

communication, talking and listening i.e. conversations and the substance in the 

conversations. But in an online environment the discussion is in fact letters, words, 

spacing, dots…, smiley faces, and exclamation points (!!) etc. In the absence of facial 

expressions, there is also more room for imagination than in face to face interaction: “they 

must be reading this/listening” or “they really understand me” or “the think this is 

important”: only in case someone actually, verbally contradicts you, have been 

contradicted, otherwise the conclusion is, that they are in fact agreeing with you.  

So I started to think what makes this an arena for specifically in this case: peer support. 

Is it the social or the conversational aspects? It is fair to assume that with over 400 replies 

and over 30 000 views of the thread, not everyone that are active in the discussion are 

writing or respectively reading the posts. Some are just reading, some are just writing and 

some are obviously doing both. So what is really going on there in the perspective of 

“talk” (in this case: writing and reading) in relation to peer support? In respect of these 

thoughts, I have decided to divide this chapter about peer support in the forum, into two 

aspects: the dialog (Two-way talk 4.2.2) and the monologue (One-way talk4.2.3). These 

aspects rose to naturally the data and originated from E. Goffmans thoughts about face to 

face interaction, but also the notion of replies, responses and cries to explain human, 

vocabulary interaction. (Goffmann, 1981, 5-78)  

Since the data is set in the online environment, it excludes automatically analyzing of 

non-verbal communication, pauses, tone of voice etc., this form of data will emphasize 

the use of words and therefor will be rhetoric based in the simplest verbal form.   
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4.2.2 Two-way talk  

Since the data consist of one single discussion thread, one could also describe it as a 

conversation, interaction or verbal communication between over a hundred respondents. 

Despite the amount of respondents this is hardly a discussion between a hundred 

respondents but instead the respondents post comments and read through older comments 

according to own interest and timeframe. One respondent can be merely jumping in one 

point into the discussion to post a comment and never return again, one can be passively 

participating by just reading and this way following the discussion years but never in fact 

participating actively in it. One can actively comment and follow the discussion but only 

every now and then. The forms of participation in the discussion are as various as the 

numbers of respondents and viewers. And the forms of participation (or interaction) are 

both social and verbal.  

The characteristics of two way talk in this thesis is that it is produced by two or more 

participants of which one says something and another or others responds starting a 

possible discussion. Below I have described for example a brief discussion between two 

participants talking about the pros of keeping a substance diary. Respondent 1 has in a 

previous comment recommended it as a tool for mapping out ones use. She has also 

written down and shared an example of how she uses the diary counting daily amounts of 

used substances.    

R1:Yeah.... It really pays off to use a substance diary..[--] Reading it now really 

blows my mind! 

R2: A pretty rough list you got there missy. [--] Looking back, I got 2 drunken nights 

in 2 weeks.. 

Above it can be seen how two respondents interact and communicate with each other, the 

first comment being for everyone but other one specifically targeted to the first 

respondent. It is also noticeable how, despite the theme of the discussion being quitting 

drugs, also alcohol is counted as substance and therefore a topic of discussion.  

Regarding two-way talk, I noticed that the respondents were at seldom talking to one 

specific person and each other in comparison to “face to face” interaction activating 

specific two actors to interaction. Instead I found the respondents talking to each other 

via writing their opinions about a certain theme for example: a specific drug or what it 

feels like to quit. Themes in discussions were multiple and some die out very quickly 
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where as others continue endlessly. The comment below ties various aspects and themes 

together. Someone has asked a question about quitting opioids activating one respondent 

to share knowledge and offer advice  

Quitting opioids is weird shit since the withdrawals are easy to handle with certain 

drops. I had to quit opioids, I’d go to the doctor and ask for some xx, xx and xx.. 

Combining those quitting would be easy breezy. And then one option is to seek help 

from others that have quit.   

The comment above is therefore a reply to an answer and has a very social and interactive 

function. It gives support and states that “I’ve been there”. (I replaced various prescription 

drugs with xx:s, because translating their Finnish street names to English street names 

seemed both time consuming and irrelevant. The focus after all not being on the specific 

chemicals but in demonstrating here that this comment I posted as advise to others, when 

a theme raised in  the discussion about how to quit opioids. Someone even exclaimed that 

“it seems that we’re all quitting opioids”, referring to the amount of respondents talking 

about this. However, reading through the text the variation of substances that the 

respondents where quitting varied from alcohol to cannabis to intravenous substances to 

varnish.)   

When one respondent posts a question, it is very likely that it is answered by an abstract, 

the thread instead of by e specifically designated target. The thread is ungoverned and 

therefore no one is responsible. This sort of anonymous, voluntary action can in this 

context be the key to the threads popularity.  It seemed to me this aspect was one of the 

central reasons why an anonymous forum that is open 24/7 functions so well as peer 

support: there is no pressure or obligation to engage a discussion and keeping it activated 

with a certain person or target group. 

 I was thinking about quitting xx or at least the daily use of it.. I wonder how much I 

can lessen the dosage per week? 

For example this question is open and not directed to anyone specifically. It is just posted 

there in the hopes of that someone answers it. Instead of one peer being on call or 

responsible to meet your needs and answer the question, a whole thread is on call for you 

but on its own terms: there might be no one online for example. The most important 

notion about the thread for the respondent is however that: the thread is always quitting 

and offering peer support. In comparison to face to face interaction it is implied that the 
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response comes immediately but the thread functions very differently. If a respondent 

post a thought, comment or a question, it is almost self-evident that there may be no one 

answering immediately or as long as no one has nothing to say, that is, the thread activates 

to answer only when someone reads that specific message and comments it. But if you 

do need immediate response, the solution is to start reading the previous discussions and 

comments, the thread this way offering a very convenient interaction platform.         

These qualities in the discussion gave me the impression of a very cohesive group. The 

discussion seemed almost to be in a unison despite the few disagreements. Sometimes a 

disagreement under a theme rises but these are sorted out very quickly. As stated (in 

chapter 4.1.3) rude behavior is not accepted and is deleted. The level of mutual 

understanding about creating a supportive and accepting environment was almost so 

palpable that I felt that even though the data consisted of 66 340 words and over 400 

comments, I reached a point of saturation quite quickly, this was a very homogeneous 

discussion in my view, especially from this point of view. The main notion I want to 

emphasize in this chapter is, to me it felt like two-way talk was not as common form as 

one-way talk, which I will describe in the next chapter. 

4.2.3 One-way talk 

With one-way talk I refer to a comment, message or insert produced by only one 

respondent without the interactive intention of activating anyone: “I write something and 

do not expect an answer”. It seems to me that the most popular form of talk in the thread 

and it took various different forms in the thread. The intention of these are not in 

activating others to participate but the function being the action of writing down and 

posting a message or a comment.  It seems to me that whether or not someone is listening, 

agreeing or contradicting seems totally irrelevant in this form of communication.  

I feel like I have to a break from drugs before this totally slips out of my control 

 

In this quote the function is to write down and share one’s process or feelings. It has 

almost a report like appearance, being short and precise. This sort of reporting also has a 

reflective function, almost as it the respondents is unaware that anyone else would see the 

comment, almost as if he was talking by himself. The intention is not to activate someone 

and wait for a response but just to “say it out loud”. 
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Yeah maybe this was an unnecessary post but I just wanted to share my joy and ask 

advice for a situation that I probably just answered myself.   

 

This comment has the same tone to it and has a function of clearing ones head by talking 

out loud to oneself. Even though the original thoughts has been to ask for advice, merely 

writing it down has helped this person in his self-reflection. The idea of “sharing joy” 

also indicates that the intent has been to report on ones own process and reflect on ones 

current situation. These forms comments, or forms of participation are quite common in 

the thread. The visualized to me as “microtalk”, that is: a verbal stain or a mark that a 

person leaves in the thread. One form of this “microtalk” were the wishes and the regards.  

Just wanted to wish luck to everyone who are quitting or lessening. 

 

As this comment shows, a respondent is uttering supportive and strengthening words, to 

show that “I believe in you”. Again, the intention not focusing on responses but just on 

the writing action.  

Another form of one-way talk is long, diary like inserts that can consist of text up to one 

A4. These inserts have the same function as the quotes above, the characteristics of this 

form of talk is the seeming irrelevance of the interactive function, the purpose is not the 

social but the action in written form. The diary style, long comments seemed to me to 

have a empowering function by writing down own thoughts publically 

The purpose of these chapters was to demonstrate that the support and the role of the 

thread is not only in the social interaction, in the humane peer support, but also in the 

conversational. The thread offers an opportunity for the act of writing your thoughts down 

and also reading others posts or comments. I feel that the social peer support aspects is 

therefore to one-dimensional to explain the role of the thread in the quitting process.  

So on the basis on the notions of two-way and one way talk, the conversational aspect to 

peers support in my point of view, seemed to be built on the possibility to write without 

expecting an answer and reading others posts, i.e. to share the experience (Ketokivi, 2010, 

90-93). This is an almost unsocial aspect to the form of peer support that the forum offers. 

However, a significant role of the forum is in the simple empowerment of written word; 

it enables the user to share the inner most thoughts without the fear to be stigmatized 

(Goffman 1963, 1-2). 
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5. Forms of quitting  

The history to this chapter lies in fact within the word: recovery. My intention in the 

beginning of this process was to describe what recovery from drug- use looks like. That 

is, in the beginning of this research process, based on my own subjective background, 

world view and knowledge system thought about the phase that comes after drug-use or 

drug abuse as recovery or as a recovery process. But shortly after the first time I read 

through my data I noticed the absence of this word and also, the absence of this kind of 

thinking within the group altogether. Recovery in this sense, started to feel like an 

unsuitable word for this process and an unsuitable way of thinking altogether i.e. you 

recover from surgery or a horrible accident. The word recovery seemed to imply that 

everything was normal before something (bad) happened, after which you recovered (or 

tried to recover) to as back to normal as possible. But these people were not talking about 

recovery. As one of the respondents wrote: 

.. To quit/to lessen/ to become more sensible (or whatever your goals is). 

 Therefore a rich variation of words between thinking about quitting, to taking a break, to 

not using for just a day, to wanting to stop altogether surfaced, so I had to adjust both my 

thinking and my vocabulary. Early on I decided to list an example of different words I 

found under the idea of making a controlled change in ones using patterns i.e. make a 

decision of quitting: 

 

to lessen, to reduce, to let go, to withdraw from, sensible use, to slip, to sort of quit,  take 

a break, rehab, to break the habit, discontinue, to cut the use, abstinence, final decision, 

to quit 

 

The reader can see that these ideas and words vary from a spectrum of moderating to 

taking a break from use to total stopping of use. Quitting, in this case, can be defined in 

various different ideas, words and forms. Quitting can mean anything that differs from 

your regular using density and intensity as shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14 demonstrates the idea of quitting in the terms of the group and the vocabulary 

that seemed to be the most suitable for this thesis. Therefor my original idea of describing 

the recovery process transformed to constructing the idea of quitting. With these thoughts 

in mind I started to think about the word “quitting” in this context as more suitable, hence 

the header: “forms of quitting”, lending the word “form”, from Goffmans Forms of talk 

(1981). The word quit seemed also suitable because of the name of the thread which was: 

“thoughts about quitting” and later changed into “quitting (or lessening)”.  I refer now to 

the word quitting as an umbrella word for all interpretations of moderation or changing 

ones patterns of use. The connecting attribute to quitting seems to be the idea of control. 

The word pair “recover + abuse” has an undertone of uncontrolled behavior, whereas 

“quitting + use” hints that both the use and the quitting were both controlled decisions, 

creating empowering agency to the objects of this research. The research question being 

about what quitting in this context is, I intend to answer it dividing this chapter into four 

different aspects to quitting.     

5.1 The mild quitting: to take control 

Reading through the thread I noticed a pattern in in the discussion. The first several 

discussions and comments evolved around finding a mutual understanding about what 

the thread really stands for in relation to quitting use. It seemed that a mutual 

understanding about quitting needed to be reached at first, before starting the discussion 

itself. This strengthens the interpretation that quitting is not that simple of an idea or a 

one-sided occurrence but can have different meanings both within the group but also 

within every person own understanding. The I noticed, that in order to establish a mutual 
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decision on what quitting is within this thread, there evolved a discussion around the line 

between use and abuse i.e. when using turns into a problem.      

For the thought of quitting to become relevant to the user, there must be occur a problem 

in relation to use, and in order to be defined as a problem, a disturbance need to happen 

in the daily routines of the individual. One comment describes the respondent’s idea of 

when drug-use is not a problem.  

 At this point I just can’t see a reason to quit altogether my use, because it has not 

interfered my studies or my working, it has not affected my financial situation or for 

example eating junk food or playing games on the computer. 

That is, when functions that are considered normal in the society continue without 

interference from drug use, there is not a problem with use and the need for quitting 

remains absent. Normal everyday connections and rituals of society as school or work 

signal that everything is under control. But everyone are not as specific. One comment 

being: 

 I have not thought about quitting or lessening (drugs). If it starts to harm my life or 

gets out of control then I have to re-evaluate. 

It seems that using becomes a problem not necessarily by definition when some specific 

thing happens or does not happen but when the individual himself notices that he is not 

in control of the drugs but vice versa, when the drugs take over control. From this 

perspective, quitting, is in fact taking control. 

The idea of taking control as a form of quitting is described below: 

I have now been a couple of weeks pretty sober, just smoked some pot, and now I have 

a lot more energy to do stuff. I clean, do yoga, cook, meditated. Altogether felt a lot 

more energized.  

This example a respondent describes all the different things he has done after lessening 

his use. These activities, chores and things signal performing functions in everyday life 

that this person did not do when his use was uncontrolled. Now when he is controlling 

his use to smoking only some, he can participate in his life and do things the way he wants 

to, controlling his own actions. This means that quitting is not a one sided idea of not 

using at all but instead using in one’s own terms so that one can feel himself controlling 

his life and use and measuring this by signals that are in fact hegemonial everyday 

functions as cooking and cleaning.  
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5.2 The moderate quitting: to adjust 

The first goal of quitting seems to be taking control of ones use. The second appeared to 

be finding a perfect dosage or an optimal relation to use so that one can function without 

interference from drugs. This is a completely subjective definition and can vary very 

much from an individual to another as well as within the use spectrum: one user can find 

it optimal to lessen a bit, another altogether:    

I stopped obsessing about stopping use a couple of years ago. Instead I let go of a 

problematic relation to drugs, started to study psychopharmacology and started 

searching for a suitable psychoactive dose for me 

Lately I have used (drugs) consciously to help me establish a healthier lifestyle.  

So I’d like to eventually stop this daily usage of five different drugs and only aim for 

the biggest possibly pleasure and instead move to smaller dosages of stimulants and 

opiates that assist me in reaching things that are important to me. 

Quitting within these frames is as a matter of fact not in correlation to spotting the usage 

but in finding the best way for drugs to serve the individual. The drug use is controlled 

into one purpose, which is assisting oneself to reach a perfect balance of being one self 

and living your life, in a way that could not be reached without drugs. Overall a quite 

hedonistic and individualized relation to drug use can be seen.  

This sort of balancing with drug use and trying to find the perfect relation is a reappearing 

theme in the thread.  Although some are quitting drugs altogether it seems that the most 

common theme is still the moderation of use.     

I’ve been 12 days sober now. My aim is to be sober 16 days. Feels much better and 

my nerves aren’t such a mess anymore. like they were when used every day.  

I tried to be without using an entire year. It worked. But I still want to use 

recreationally.  

So even though some are quitting for longer periods, there still can be no commitment to 

stopping the use. The main reason for these kind of periods without use and breaks seems 

to be mainly just to straighten oneself out and proving that one controls the use. 
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5.3 The stronger quitting: grow up 

Age - quit. In these three categories the central idea is that quitting equals a change in 

life brought on by growing up and the ideas of what it is to be an adult, take responsibility, 

and move on from drug life to the next step. These three ideas are like representations of 

middle-class living and have a strong hegemonies undertone of how life should go. Many 

seem to think of hitting 30 as a suitable mile stone to quit.    

Maybe my drug-youth is just ending. Edit: mushrooms can stay and weed 

I’ve quit quite many substances, I’m 30 after all. 

I’ve wondered myself and asked around if theres any practical reason why a lot of 

people quit drug when they grow up. I’ve noticed the same thing.. And kids.. And the 

magical thirties..   

The tone of the responses is quite self-explanatory as if it would be self-evident that 

turning in a certain age automatically equals quitting drugs. Age presents a natural 

pathway to quitting.  

Starting a family-quit. The second category is the natural occurance of starting a family 

and therefor quitting drugs.  

If a nice girl comes along I could quit drugs for her.. And of course if there would be 

kids coming along- 

A lot of the respondents that talk about this are in fact men that dream of a girlfriend and 

settling down. They do not report that this actually happens but it seems as a natural next 

step in their life: if someone special comes along, I will leave drugs as consequence. They 

seem to be preparing for the next phase in their lives.  

 

Starting a new job or school-quit. The third category in phases and changes in life that 

seem to lead automatically to self-evident. 

We decided to do something about it with my husband so we moved to a smaller city 

and both are starting new jobs 
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5.4 The total quitting: to quit 

As I described in the previous chapter, even though a lot of the users are moderating their 

use, there are also a lot of comments around quitting drug-use altogether. In this category, 

there is also a rich variation between used words (straightening out, clean life, getting 

dry) to describe the thought. Respondents are taking this process very seriously and a 

great deal of shame and defeat is uttered when a relapse or a slip occurs. Whereas the 

previous chapter described taking control the definition of quitting and moderation of use, 

this chapter a lot more ultimate and strict rules apply. To quit means to quit, to stop i.e. 

not to use ever again. Building a non-user identity is in the process and great effort and 

pain is present in the process. Whereas the control takers are emotionally much more 

neutral, the total quitters are really putting their hearts in the quitting.         

4 months without drugs!!! I had to brag 

 It’s my first day sober and I’m terrified what kind of week is a head..  

Reading through a lot of the fears and emotional distress is caused by the withdrawal 

symptoms: both physical, psychological and social. Taking this step is much bigger than 

the moderation because in this form of quitting, there tend to be consequences. These 

consequences raises the stakes and this decision is not to be taken lightly. 

I decided today to lessen and eventually stop. I made a decision to write a letter to 

my mom telling her everything, where the borrowed money has gone, why there are 

strange marks in my arms and why my home smells weird.  

The total quitters usually declare their new status as a quitter but also rapport withdrawal 

symptoms, changes in life patterns as well as are much more humble in their actions. 

Many users have been using for years and are building their life over.  

6. The quitting process: past, now and the ultimate goal  

Personally I got bored about talking about drugs a long time ago, I almost never visit any 

pro-drug forums anymore. If someone wants to talk about legalizing weed for example, I 

just say that yeah, it should be legalized, but that’s all I have to say about that. I don’t care 

about talking about substance use, not mine or anyone else. Sometimes I come here to the 

chamber since I like the people here and mostly it’s a cool atmosphere here.  
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This chapter reflects the quitting process from a macro- to micro level explanations, 

results and analysis. First the results are presented on a general level after which it is 

further examined in the following chapters.  

In this analytics chapter, the quitting process is constructed through two perspectives: 

chronologically and as a story of independence. These chapters of analytics are built on 

figure 13 (see below).  This figure is constructed on the basis of the actantial model and 

the main narratives found from the data. Figure 13 shows three narratives: “Past”, “Now” 

and “Goal” (or Future). 

Constructing the growth story. During my process of analytics I repeatedly noticed the 

coherent nature of the data and the narratives. I found myself thinking that instead of a 

richly multidimensional or mosaic-like structure of data, the data actually painted a very 

coherent narrative or almost like a photograph. With this I mean that the data emerged to 

me as a moment in a lifeline, documenting a very specific time of the respondents lives, 

describing in great detail a certain point in the respondents life, as a group and as 

individuals.  

This moment, the decision to quit portrays itself to me as a part of a user’s growths story. 

That you just stop one day because it does not seem relevant or attractive anymore. One 

day you lose the need to be dependent of drugs, groups or friends but are now making 

your own decision. This form of quitting is not a response to abuse and problematic 

relation to use this is not absolute or does not signal the lack of or need to control. The 

individual just naturally floats to another phase in life to other priorities and/or interests. 

There were three different phases to be found in the quitting process demonstrated below 

in figure 13. The phases are: past, now and the goal.  

In the previous chapter, I explained how quitting could take several different forms: to 

take control, to adjust or to stop altogether. These forms of quitting appear in the past and 

the now. But the ultimate goal, is to be found in the last column, in model 3. It is to 

maintain clean, become independent and leave the drug community including the forum, 

entirely.  
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Figure 13. Constructing the narratives of growth 

             

 

Figure 13 demonstrates the three main narratives found in the data. “Now” represents the 

exact moment the respondent has posted a comment in the discussion thread. It is the 

situation in the respondents’ life when he or she is either thinking about quitting or has 

already made the decision to quit.  In the “Past” the users has had the object to use. This 

object has been supported by other users while opposed by non-users. The user has 

belonged to the user community and thought of these as his or her peers. But “Now” the 

users object has changed from using to quitting (defined in the previous chapter: to 

control, moderate or quit). With this change of object, former peers i.e. the users have 

been transformed into opponents luring the user back to the past and back to using.  

“Now” the user identifies him or herself with other quitters and considers these as peers. 

This is a precarious and ambiguous position for the former user since he or she cannot 

relate to former peers but is forced to relate and belong a new community i.e. the quitters. 

The quitter is now looking forward to the future, where the object is to maintain sober, 

now the “goal” is to outgrow the current peers, the quitters and to become independent.       

6.1 Past: We the users 

The quitting process begins from a decision to quit. Along the decision comes alienation 

from former helpers: drug-user peers. So where does the drug-user who has made the 

decision to quit, to take control or to adjust his or her use land? Possibly to The Chamber, 
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reading or writing in the thread about quitting.  The alienation in this situation is 

something that the chamber offers a solution for. 

The following comment describes the function and purpose of the forum and the thread 

in relation to peer support. The thread answers to a need: 

The hard fact is that using (drugs) easily slips out of control and at that moment it’s 

good to get peer support for your own goals: to reduse or to quit and hear someone 

elses thoughts about it too. 

It thread offers a place with no obligations, precautions or shame. This environment is 

cost free and easily accessed through internet, open around the clock, anonymous and 

open for everyone to read or write to at any time. The comment below emphasizes the 

need for this thread. 

.. this topic has been totally amazing for the reflection of own thoughts , to get peer 

support etc... 

The thread is a judgment and expectation free opportunity and offers immediate support. 

It also offers a possibility to belong somewhere in a moment in your life where you do 

not feel belonging anywhere and consider yourself alone. While writing your comment 

you can imagine that everyone are listening and agreeing with you or that no one is 

judging. Harmful comments are deleted and the atmosphere is required to maintain 

positive and supportive. You are among peers, in a safe, voluntary place without any 

rules. While some respondents are quitting in real time (“now”), some have already 

moved on to a drug free life but still visit the thread. As one respondent states: 

Nowadays I just have a couple of friends left that I can talk about drugs with, since 

for example my wife has no experience or interest in it. So I guess that’s why I like to 

hangout here in the chamber. I need this place since I have the experience and the 

interest (in drugs). 

The following comment also show the same signs of belonging vs. un-belonging: 

I got such a good feeling from reading these things here that I can relate to, noticed 

this distinction between the  drug world vs. other world and I guess I have to admit 

that I belong to the drug world since I can here find people that I understand even 

though I don’t really like the drug world.  

This respondent above has felt ambivalence towards “the drug world”. Feelings of not 

belonging are present in the proximity of other users. But the thread presents itself as a 
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neutral enough place to safely state this opinion. It offers a suitable atmosphere and a 

suitable context for the participants.   

After all I’m a grown man, married and everything is quite good in my life, but I can’t 

stay sober...- Oh well. I had to write something to people who get this genre.“ 

In this quote the respondent emphasizes his normality, being a grown man, but still 

finding the thread a suitable place to still hang out with people who both “get him” and 

like same genre. The word genre (commonly used in music) in this context indicates to a 

sub culture or a group that is connected by a common interest, in this case interest towards 

drugs.  The thread represents a safe haven or a camp from all “refugees” from different 

perspectives of quitting drug use. It offers an obligations free place to belong, in a process 

in which a transition between identities from a user to an adjuster or a non-user.  Through 

thread ideas, a group of quitters is formed in a virtual place.   

Some comments clearly emphasized the empowering aspects of the thread. Below is 

shown a message and a comment to it implying the strength of the stories that can be 

found in the thread. The first respondent wants to share his story because of the will in 

wanting to support others whereas another respondent confirms this intention. 

R1. This is the first time in a long time that I can say a have at least some spine left. 

Maybe a bystander it may seems sad that the  only thing that shows you have some 

spine left is that you quit drugs but nothing can take away from me the pride I take 

from it since it was by far the most difficult thing I’ve ever had to do in my life. I 

needed to share this story about me with you guys since it felt like at the time when I 

was quitting, I just couldn’t get enough from reading these success stories about 

quitting since they gave me strength. I guess this is also a spiritual cleansing from 

drugs, since I can’t talk about this with any one close to me.     

R2. ^ damn it was nice to read that text, gives me strength..  

The strengthening function of sharing and reading each other’s stories has a multi-

dimensional power. Writing down ones story empowers the one who writes but also the 

multiple people reading it. The gratitude forming in the thread is palpable. Several 

touching comments can be found throughout the thread. The comments under this theme 

vary from short sentences to longer comments of gratitude.      

Thanks for the support you guys, you’re lovely <3  
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I’ve reached the point when, if someone offers me xx, xx or xx, I’ll just say: no thanks. 

I’m so proud of what I’ve achieved.. Support groups help and I found the group that 

was right for me <3 

Reading these comments indicated the forums successful function as a supportive 

platform in the users life in the moment of decision to quit. The thread becomes one of 

the few places that welcomes the user after the quitting decision and functions as a 

positively supportive platform for unity. The thread is always there and it always quitting. 

The thread is never ambivalent o, unpredictable or unstable and offers immediate support 

in the pace that the users needs. The negative or unsupportive comments are deleted and 

the facelessness leaves out even the negative non-verbal signals from the outside world. 

The thread offers positive social belonging and can never be taken away from the user.    

I just wanted to say that I’m hell of a proud of everyone here quitting.  You’re so 

brave. And I don’t say this unless I mean it from my heart. you know. I really feel like 

crying reading this thread. Keep on fighting until the monster is beaten. We all have 

the strength in us. 

6.2 Now: We the quitters 

After analyzing different aspects to quitting within the group and after analyzing the 

supportive role of the forum, I noticed a pattern occurring from the data; the importance 

of belonging. I noticed how the forum presents itself first as a helper but later as an 

opponent to the individual. It became evident that the ultimate goal for the individual in 

fact, was to leave the group entirely the group remaining as the last connection to the 

unwanted drug-life. 

When mapping out forms social belonging I posed the following question to the data: 

who offers unintentional or intentional social support to the user in the quitting process? 

The intent was to dissect from the data the different forms of social support in order to 

further define the specific role of peer support in the forum. The results were following 

in no specific order: 

I Family Work Spouse Friends Authorities Peers 

These are the social networks that support the drug-user in the quitting process written in 

no specific order. With I is meant the respondent and stands for the users own agency. I 

has an empowering quality, “No one else can quit for me.” In order to quit drug-use the 
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user needs to have his or her own support. In this context family indicates parents and 

siblings, work indicates colleagues or friends from work and spouse indicates marital 

relations or boy- or girlfriends, friends are friends who use drugs and friends who do not 

and authorities engage police, doctors, and anti-drug organizations.   

Wish me luck.. My family has given all their support and love by taking me back 

home.. after kicking me out 

The users are social beings surrounded by quite normal social action and agency. The 

respondents work, go to school, travel, have friends, family, hobbies etc. They have 

friends from the drug scene but also friends that do not associate with drugs. Some are in 

relationships: some talk about boyfriends, some about girlfriends. The distinctive 

characteristics however is not on what is said about these actors but the lack of discussion 

about social networks in the forum. Even the words above were hard to find and were not 

mentioned frequently. The forum is clearly was not the place to talk about social aspects 

of one’s life, this clearly was not the place to comment on one’s relationship status, ones 

work, hobbies etc. These appeared to be irrelevant in this context. This was not the place 

or the time to reflect on ones social agency or belonging.  

Instead I noticed a frequent use of three words indicating the form of the forum and the 

peer support. The three social words used were: I, you/we and they/others. Meaning I 

who am writing this comment and taking this action on this forum, you who are here with 

me forming a We and at last the others, who are not here at this place or time.  

I personally need (support) groups in order to identify my own harmful behavior and 

to notice that I’m by far not the only one that going through these thoughts in my head 

alone.. everyone else are thinking about these same things  as I . To get support from 

others that are recovering is a major deal. 

Thus it became evident that the most significant form of social support came in the first 

hand from: I am taking action and from We who are here talking about this. The decision 

of quitting creates a new identity, a new space and a new situation for the user that in turn 

creates alienation from almost all known social networks. A feeling of outsideness, 

loneliness or un-belonging is therefore born simultaneously and as a side product to the 

decision to quit.  
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Outsideness or un-belonging to any previously known social network creates a new, 

ambiguous position to the individual. “Yesterday I belonged to the user-community but 

today as I decided to quit, I do not belong there, but neither in the non- user or anti-drug 

community. This sort of alienation seems to extend over every aspects of the users life: 

both the anti-drug scene as the pro-drug scene. The quotes below describes the new 

situation as the user describes the feelings towards his past peers. 

I’ve been already getting questions about why I don’t smoke (weed) as much as 

before. It feels kinda bad. Like, suddenly I’m a bad person for not having a joint in 

my mouth 24/7 

Nowadays it really pisses me of to hang out with druggies. 

 

The negative association to other users becomes evident in these quotes. But the negative 

association seems to extend not only to the users, but also to the non-users, as the quote 

below demonstrates.  

..maybe I secretly looked down on people that were anti-drugs and unexperienced 

that way, I sort of thought that I had lived my life more to the fully and been more 

daring.. I thought that they had it all wrong and were living in a bubble, poor victims 

of brainwashing by drug education 

So the ambiguity in the users identity is this way portrayed by one of respondents, where 

he admits the sense of not belonging to the non-using community either, these being in 

his eyes naïve, unexperienced and brainwashed. Even though the will to belong to the 

non-users would surface, the respondents seem to find it hard to associate with “normal 

people”. 

Sometimes its just really hard to approach uuummmmmm normal people, since the 

last couple of years I’ve pretty much been living in a barrel.. I really haven’t done 

anything else then took lots of drugs, met people, bought and sold drugs, took some 

more drugs, and played guitar at home hours per day. Like really little been doing 

anything aaa else. It’s difficult to talk to people about literature. movies, tv-series, 

science or anything else since the last couple of years I’ve watched just like 5 movies, 

read a couple of philosophy books and some scientific stuff about drugs.. ah well.. I 

can play the guitar   
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In the quote above, the respondent describes the problematics of not belonging in a culture 

of the non-users. The ambiguous position creates an empty position for the user. A feeling 

of nostalgia and loneliness arises. As one respondent’s states: 

After putting thousands and thousands of hours in all those favors, the waiting, learning, thinking, using, 

buying, trying, ‘feeling, cooking, tripping it feels really hard to just give that all up- like it was time wasted. 

The transition phase from belonging to the users but not belonging to the “normal people” 

(those who never have used) creates a need to transit away from one familiar social aspect 

and culture. This is the essential feeling that seems to drive the quitting-user to the forum, 

the idea that in this specific place, everyone are doing the same thing as I. In the thread, 

they are always quitting.  

6.3 Goal: I the independent 

It seemed to me that the more final the decision to quit is, the more apparent it becomes 

that quitting drugs are deeply connected to: quitting the group. If one wants to quit drugs, 

it becomes evident that one as a consequence also needs to quit all ties to the drug scene. 

Since talking or writing about drugs is still, in fact talk about drugs, the forum presents 

itself as the last pit stop before leaving the drug scene altogether. If one wants to totally 

quit drugs, as described above, one needs to cut all ties to this sub-culture. Therefore, a 

lot of talk about nostalgia and the evident leaving from the group surfaces.      

..I’ve become friends with so many internet contacts and it feels like I have to leave 

them all behind in order to not think about drugs.  

 A friend said that can’t move on in her life because the (rehab) groups are all she 

has now. So in a way, you don’t get over drugs with the help of groups, since they’re 

all you got now and your past with drugs is still in your life because of the groups. 

First you quit with the help of groups and then later you let go (of the group) if you 

can.  

There is not so much talk about what happens after one leaves the group and because of 

the time lapse in the thread (a couple of years) it seems that a lot of people still hang in 

there. The ultimate measure and indicator for knowing that one is over drug use and 

successfully has completed the quitting process is a quite dramatic, social one: not 

needing the group anymore. Below, figure 14 explains further this narrative of growth 

and independency. 
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Figure 14. The independency story 

 

About figure 14. By describing the individuals’ growth story I have combined together 

the two central themes in this thesis: the relation between the quitting process and the 

online peer support. The decision to quit moves the user from the “past” and “we -the 

users”, to “now” belonging to “we-the quitters”. Belonging to the group of the quitters, a 

possibility offered by the virtual forum, the individual now surrounds him- or herself by 

peers who both empower and help in the quitting process.  This way “we” offer both 

support for “the quitters” the quitting process but also for the individual, the self = I. The 

role of the group is therefore to offer a supportive extension of “self” to the individual: 

We support I. But the ultimate goal is not to just quit drugs and belong to “we the quitters”, 

but to move on from now to the “future or goal” that is: to a drug- free existence, in every 

possible aspect. This means also leaving all drug connections behind, also the forum and 

the group. So the ultimate goal and form of quitting therefore, is to transition from 

belonging to some outside group, to belonging to oneself, to become independent, to 

become “I”.  

The forum offers both support and help to the individual eventually becoming an 

opponent to the individual. This way the individual wishes to leave the forum behind in 

order to live a drug free life but also to become independent.  This way the individuals’ 

growth story (Ruisniemi 2006, 236-238) is formed.  
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7. Conclusions 

This thesis took a sneak peek to an online environment rarely researched: a under the 

radar Finnish pro-drug internet site founded, maintained and used only by drug-users. 

This internet site is flirting with illegal discussion topics: about how to use, what to use 

and when. It has an almost encyclopedic function in the community gathering over 2000 

members. These are in real –time discussing a variety of over 4000 discussion topics 

about drug use covering subjects about biochemistry, politics and legality. One of these 

discussion topics is quitting drugs, it is discussed by over 100 individuals and been viewed 

over 45 000 times. With over 400 comments about quitting this thread offers the data to 

this thesis.   

The subject of this thesis falls under sociological topics of: addiction and recovery studies 

as well as self- governance in the civil society, harm reduction policy, also adding the 

aspect of the internet as a research object. With over min. 10 000 (max. 30 000) estimated 

problem users (THl, 7, 2015) in Finland and societal costs of over 100 million euros 

yearly (Jääskeläinen, 2010, 4-7) this thesis offers a very cost-effective and autonomous 

tool for the drug problematics in Finland.  

The analytics process was executed through thematic analysis (Creswell, 2014, 183) as 

well as using A. Greymas tool for analyzing narratives: the actantial model (Alasuutari, 

1993, 117-120). The theoretical vocabulary was based on both E. Goffmans work (1963, 

1967, 1981) as well as the term agency and ambiguous agency (Honkasalo, Ketokivi, 

Leppo 2014, 365-371). Presented below are the micro level (data-based) results for this 

thesis and further the macro level (societal) results. Generally this research resonated with 

previous Finnish research emphasizing peer support (Ketokivi, 2010), agency in the civil 

society (Perälä, 2012) and the recovery process, specifically the growth story (Ruisniemi, 

2006)           

Micro level results. The stigma related to drug use can lead to marginalization of the user. 

But this marginalization can open a new sort of agency to the user (Perälä, 2012, 38). 

Even though the agency is born in fragile, chaotic and even suspicious circumstances it 

is to be taken as seriously as normatively praised or rewarded action (Honkasalo, 

Ketokivi, Leppo 2014, 370). On the basis of the data quitting drugs turned out to cover 

more multidimensional meanings than just the action of decisions making: to quit drug 

use permanently. A whole spectrum of interpretations surfaces from the data varying from 
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quitting just for a week or few days to entirely leave the drug use and scene behind to 

one’s past, sometimes even abruptly and “cold turkey”. The purpose of quitting seemed 

to be to take control of use (Ruisniemi 2006, 16) or establish an optimal relation to one’s 

own drug use instead of single-mindedly quit the drug-use altogether. All different 

alternative ways to use or not use drugs were considered equally as valuable neither of 

these ways being the “right/better” or “wrong/worse” than the other one. In chapter 5, 

four central forms of quitting were introduced including to take control, to adjust, to grow 

up and to quit.  

Peer support. The forum offers “pre-therapy” in the form of untraditional online therapy 

– this web forum provides instant peer support groups for users that require immediate 

information or support (Griffits 2005, 560). The forum is always quitting, offering 

immediate support for the user by offering an opportunity for reading the discussion or 

participating to it by writing. The forum creates a place for agency and empowerment for 

the users. The forum could be called a living room (Perälä 2012, 75) for these users but I 

would rather call it the break room in a work place for example since the respondents 

share the same interests and share the same hobby or- work related identity (Ketokivi, 

2010, 90-93). Instead of defining themselves as “addicts” the users have created agency 

through controlling their use and created the position and identity of “we who seek the 

optimal way of existing in life and in use”.  The forum provides both freedom and 

empowerment to the users to define their own position in the society having the option to 

discuss the quitting in their own, genuine and unpretentious terms. (King, Moreggi, 1998, 

81). This puts the environment of internet to a central position since it is enabling their 

agency. This is the only arena for this specific focus group to have this exact discussion, 

truly in the spirit of moments and their users. Also as stated in Chapter 4.1.3 variations of 

self-governance and censorship appear on the forum by the moderators ability to remove 

comments that can be considered off-topic or even harmful to the collective quitting 

process. Because of this action the forum appears this way as a superior place for peer 

support: all negative comments are removed, leaving only positive comments to be read. 

The censorship has a positive influence on the respondents understanding of each other 

both individually and collectively. Mutually agreeing on censorship forms empowering 

self-governance within the group and leads to positively repetitive talk that in turn forms 

a coherent understanding of support and positive belonging.            
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The effectiveness of peer support is based on offering a community in which citizenship 

is established by shared experiences (Boisvert, 2001, 206). Peer support is also born 

through sharing the same experience and even sharing the same faith (Ketokivi, 2010, 90-

93). Chapter 4.3 reveals the importance of sharing though written word. The forum offers 

opportunities for both dialogues and monologues to the user. Web forums offer a place 

for personal expression (Miller, Slater, 2001, 25). The forum offers a sort of opportunity 

for keeping a diary where the individual can leave a stain of one’s personal history to be 

read by oneself and by others. The important function of traditional reading and writing 

has an empowering function and competes and offers an alternative to face to face peer 

support. The social form of support is offered by peers in the forum. As e result of the 

decision to quit the user becomes alienated from his or her former peers “the users”, the 

forum offering a solution for this in the form of belonging to “we the users”.   

The growth story. A popularly referred recovery process (by Prochaskan, Norcoss and 

DiCementa) can be constructed as following: preliminary consideration, consideration, 

preparation, action, maintenance and end-phase (Ruisniemi 2006, 24). A central recovery 

process narrative found in the data was the growth story (Ruisniemi 2006, 236-238). The 

user simply grows independent, reaches a certain age (often around 30) and quits drugs 

both because of societal pressure of growing up and the normative idea about how long 

one can consider it “okay” to identify as a drug user. (Koski-Jännes, 1999, 1837-1848).  

Self-help groups offer an important supportive platform to social learning especially in 

the beginning of the quitting process (Ruisniemi, 2006, 27). The decision to quit is a sign 

of autonomy: taking control and deciding to quit creates an opportunity for indecency. At 

this moment the forum and the online community offers a supportive platform: a 

temporary extension of self to the user empowering and justifying the decision. The 

ultimate goal becomes to in fact grow independent also from the group (the extension of 

self) to leave it behind in order to be able to live an independent life both without drugs 

or any ties to the drug life, including the forum. The one thing that brings these people 

together becomes in the end something to remove entirely from their lives.  

Macro level results. On a societal level the thesis produced the following results. 

’Boundaries’ can explain social and collective identity and group positioning creating 

group rights whereas symbolic boundaries turn individuals into groups through similarity 

and membership in that group. Groups are an essential way for individuals to require 

agency, influence, and status monopolize their resources and opportunities (Lamont, 
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Molanár 2002, 167-168). The internet being a social technology enables communities to 

form that would not otherwise be born. It enables individuals to connect with each other 

in a time friendly and low-cost way. Internet communities can offer information as well 

as support and allows diverse group a greater political voice. (King, Moreggi 1998, 82) 

This specific online discussion group participates in the Finnish harm reduction policy on 

the groups on terms. The online discussion forum symbolizes the restricting drug policy 

by the over-nurturing welfare state (Leppo, 201420) of Finland  as it causes a do-it-

yourself welfare state (Fairbanks, 201421) where the outsiders in the society, form their 

owns micro level machinery and safety net of welfare by creating this very cost effective 

drug treatment method of online peer support. Studies show that online self-help 

programs should be offered as an alternative means to quit for addicts that are reluctant 

to traditional means and that Internet-based therapeutic options are effective in achieving 

positive behavioral change for addicts (Gainsbury & Blaszczynski, 2011). The online 

environment offers a pressure free and anonymous place free from stigma and 

embarrassment (Goffman 1967, 97-133). 

 

7.1 Looking back 

Advantages. I found the forum to have several other advantages for the user in the quitting 

process as well. The diary like writing and/or reading function offers support even after 

leaving the forum and the drug-world due to its easily accessible online nature. Even after 

years of sobriety and anti-drug social networks the user could still return within minutes 

to the peers, the forum and read one’s own posts as well as others posts struggling with 

similar circumstances. The peer support remained as a continuous support system into the 

future since it was documented (written) and evaporated as physical groups can be. This 

gives the online forums a significant edge compared to governed physical support groups. 

The forum offered a friendly (non-hostile) environment to the individual within the 

tumults of quitting. The forum could be accessed day and night, offering an arena to share 

thoughts with likeminded without commitment, duties or even actual physical interaction 

with other drug users. Additionally the forum is easier to leave (than a physical support 

group) at the point of independency since the level of commitment was merely virtual, 

                                                           
20 Leppo A. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki 
21 Fairbanks D. Seminar: Ambiguity of action 10.-11.6.2014, University of Helsinki  

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14459795.2011.617764#CIT0042
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anonymous and voluntary, diminishing the feelings of shame to virtually non-existent. 

This as well gives the online forums a significant edge compared to physical support 

groups. 

Even though I was satisfied with my choice of research theme and data, I find that the 

research questions could have been regarding the role of the anonymity provided by the 

internet in the drug context. I also think the study could have been a comparative one: 

comparing either the effects of governed vs. ungoverned drug forums or comparing the 

effects of face to face peer support vs. virtual peer support. Interestingly according to the 

data doctors and drug-dealers seemed to have the same distributing function from the 

users’ perspective. The distinction between illegal drugs and legal replacement medicine 

also often appeared blurred to the user. Social workers, rehabilitation programs and 

governed peer support were highly appreciated by the respondents, even though the 

threshold seemed high to seek help from these. Further studies about these aspects could 

be executed on the basis of the data: the role of doctors vs. dealers and the role of the 

official, governed help. Additionally even though the results of this thesis that in the end 

resonated quite adequately with previous research about shame, identity, the growth 

(Ruisniemi 2006, 236-238)  story etc., what surprised me was the importance and power 

of the written word in the light of empowerment by self-governance. This caused me to 

add chapters 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 in the later phase of the analytics process and could also be 

a subject for further research.   

Contributions to the field. Despite this being a mere case analysis I do think it ended up 

creating valuable analysis and information. This study ended up lifting some additional 

aspects to the drug problematics. There simply seemed to be a lack of studies about self-

help online and opportunities to harm reduction or self-regulation offered by it; the 

internet itself as a research object and area in relation to drug use was still quite 

unexplored. There also seemed to be a repetitive tone in diverse publications how “new” 

the internet is as a field of agency, as a research object and as an enabler of data (even 

though the internet was founded in the 1960s22, I like so many others created my first e-

mail account in 1997 and have therefore been using the internet daily the last 18years. Is 

18 years of an action “new”? ). There also seemed to be a lack of information about ethical 

                                                           
22 https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet 

 

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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guidelines and practices within online or internet research processes. Ethnography, 

anthropology, discourse analysis etc. seem to be tailored into the “real world”, not the 

virtual which is contradictory to the actual massive use of the internet as an extension of 

self.  It was also quite hard to find previous research about the effect of ungoverned pro-

drug forums in relation to quitting, online agency (user, addiction) or online peer support. 

Interestingly I did find several master’s thesis about the online environment but not as 

many published articles or even doctoral thesis. This would indicate a generational change 

within the research field. I am looking forward for the academic community to update its 

universal guidelines about internet research ethics and -methods to match today’s 

behavioral patterns and agency. From this perspective the result of this case study 

contributed to the general discourse (Alasuutari 1993, 221) of practices within the 

academia itself. The data resulted aspects outside the data itself, instead pointing out 

(Alasuutari 222) in this case the lacks within the field to regard the internet as an equally 

valuable source of data as the “real” life.   

This thesis listened to the voice of a drug- user community and gave value to the 

ungoverned online environment despite its illegal agency. Since the respondents have 

written down their thoughts about quitting in a “safe” environment free from normative 

or even in advance dictated vocabulary the data offered a unique chance to examine how 

quitting drugs and peer support form “naturally” within this groups culture. This thesis 

offered an opportunity to study self- regulation and self- steering behavior of drug users 

and gave new perspectives to the quitting process as well as definitions to quitting. The 

thesis questioned normative and authorative vocabulary of the “recovery” process on the 

basis on the vocabulary introduced by the data itself. This thesis also participated in 

forming aspects to online research, enabling ethnographical, almost anthropological 

research methods in the online environment and regarding the internet just as real and 

valuable as the “real world”. The internet offers an endless source of data and objects for 

research that otherwise never could have accessed.          
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Attachments  

Original quotes in Finnish, divided by chapter.  

1.  

Haluun vaan sanoa, että oon ihan helvetin ylpee jokaisesta lopettajasta täällä. Ootte niin urheita. Ja mä en 

sano tällasta ellen tarkoita sitä sydämestäni, tiedättehän. Tulee oikeesti tippa linssiin tätä ketjua lukiessa. 

Jatkakaa taistelua, kunnes mörkö on kukistettu. Se voima on jokaisen omissa käsissä.  

2.1.3 

Rakkaudesta bupreen ihan täysin, oot ollut mun kanssa parhaat vuodet elämästä ja opettanut mulle 

enemmän kuin moni muu asia. En mä sua hauku, syleilen kuin vanhaa ystävää. Ne reflat jotka annoit vain 

vahvisti mua...  

3. 

Joskus kyllä tuntuu että oonkohan mä oikeesti tarpeeksi psykonautti tälle foorumille...  

4.2 

työharjoittelukin alkaa joulun jälkeen 

4.1.3 

Onko käynyt koskaan mielessä lopettaa doupin kiskominen? … Vähän niin ku kattois saman 

leffan aina uudestaan. 

Poistin ketjusta 0000000:n asiattomat ja aiheen ohitse menevät viestit. Toivottavasti tää asia on nyt selvä. 

Ei tarvitse tulla puhumaan epäasiallisesti ketjuun, jossa keskustellaan näin isoista ja vaikeista kysymyksistä. 

Jos haluaa peeloilla niin voi etsiä stögiksestä jonkun hörhöketjun ja perseillä siellä. Lopettamisen vaikeista, 

nihkeistä ja varjoisista puolista saa toki keskustella, mutta toivottavaa olisi, että douppaamisen hehkutus 

ym. jätettäisiin vähemmälle, sillä moni lopettaja painii jo muutenkin doupinhimon kanssa ja 

lopettamisprosessi voi pahimmillaan olla todella pitkäaikainen homma, jonka aikana voi retkahtaa herkästi 

koska tahansa. Ei työnnetä ketään tieten tahtoen sellaiseen suuntaan, eihän. 

 

4.1.2 

Et voi kokea mitään, mitä sinussa ei ole. 

osaat kirjoittaa lauseen "vitun pelle homo" niin nerokkaasti etten edes tajua sun tarkoittavan sitä.. 

4.3.1 

Joo mullakin päihdepäiväkirjan pitäminen on auttanut saamaan vähän realiteettia omaan 

päihteidenkäyttöön. Niin siis, ENHÄN MÄ NYT NIIN PALJOO HUUMEITA KÄYTÄ ENKÄ 

JUOKAAN IKINÄ...annattaa oikeasti pitää sitä päihdepäiväkirjaa. Melkein päätä huimaa kun myöhemmin 

lueskelee! 

Aika raflaava lista neidolla. Omaa kun katson, niin 2 viikkoon 2 humalat, tosin nyt on norspan rinnassa ja 

puolet pumpussa odottelemassa että jaksaapi iskeä 

Opioidien lopettaminen on siitä jännä homma, että akuuttivaiheen reflat on helppo hoitaa lähes 

olemattomiksi oikeilla tropeilla. Jos mun pitäisi joskus lopettaa opioidien käyttö, pyytäisin lekurilta lyricaa, 

bentsoja (päiväbentsoksi jotain pitkävaikutteista, illaksi unilääkkeeksi nopeavaikutteista hypnoottia) ja 
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klonidiinia. Noiden lisäksi hommaisin ison kasan budia ja mahdollisesti myös mexeä. Noiden yhdistelmällä 

opareflat olis pikkujuttu 

Paljon tsemppiä kaikille vähentäjille ja lopettajille Musta on ihan tärkeää että tällasella foorumilla on 

myös topic jossa voidaan käydä keskustelua vähentämisestä/lopettamisesta. Karu totuus kun kuitenkin on 

se, että käyttö lipsuu helposti käsistä ja silloin voi olla ihan hyvä saada vertaistukeak niissä omissa 

tavotteissa vähentää/lopettaa ja kuulla muiden kokemuksia 

Ite aattelin lopettaa tramalin joka päiväsen syömisen, olisko vinkkejä kellään miten tuo onnistus, 400mg 

päivä annos, pameja ja propraleja on myös. Paljokohan esim viikossa kannattais vähentää annosta?  

4.3.2 

Onpahan turha viesti, mutta halusin hehkuttaa onneani ja kysyä neuvoa tilanteeseen johon varmaan itse jo 

vastasin. 

Onnee kaikille muillekin lopettajille ja vähentäjille viel. 

5.  

..lopettamaan/vähentämään/järkistymään (mikä sitten lieneekään tavoite) 

5.1 

tälla hetkella en nae syyta lopullisesti lopetta kokonaan paihteiden kayttoani, silla ei ole haitannut opiskelua 

tai tyossakayntia, eika vaikuttanut taloudelliseen tilanteeseen sen enempaa kuin esim roskaruoan syominen 

tai tietokoneella pelaaminen (juu ostan pelit aitona). 

Noin muuten en ole edes juuri ajatellut päihteidenkäytön lopettamista tai vähentämistä. Jos päihteily alkaa 

vahingoittaa mun elämääni tai lähtee pahasti käsistä niin pitää tarkastella tilannetta uudelleen. 

Ollu muutaman viikon melko selvänä,mitä nyt välil polttanu pajarii. energiaa enemmän tekemiseen. Jaksaa 

siivoo, joogaa, tehä safkaa, meditoida. Ylipääsä paljon pirteempi olo. 

5.2  

Lopetin lopettamispäätösten parissa jahkailemisen vuosia sitten. Sen sijaan luovuin ongelmallisesta 

suhtautumisesta päihdeaineisiin, aloin opiskelemaan psykofarmakologiaa ja työstämään itselleni sopivaa 

psykoaktiivista kuuria. 

viimeaikoina käyttänyt douppia tietoisesti edesauttamaan pyrkimyksiäni terveempiin elämäntapoihin.. 

tuntuu etten niistä muuta irti enää edes oikeen saa..Niinpä haluaisin jo pikkuhiljaa lopettaa tämän 

päivittäisen viidellä eri huumeella kuosaamisen ja pelkän maksimaalisen mielihyvän tavoittelun ja siirtyä 

enemmän pieniin annoksiin stimuja ja oppareita, jotka avustavat minua saavuttamaan itselleni tärkeitä 

asioita. 

Itse olen ollut jo 12 päivää täysin selvänä. 16. päivään asti ajattelin sinnitellä. Olo on paljon parempi eivätkä 

hermot ole täysin riekaleina niinkuin silloin kun douppailin päivittäin. 

Meitsi kokeili tossa olin hyvin pitkälti aika tarkasti kokonaisen vuoden 1.12.2009-2.12.2010 välisen ajan 

selvinpäin ettei mitään. Toimihan se ei siinä ketään. Mutta haluan silti viihdekäyttää. 

5.3 

4 kuukautta doupitta!!! Pakko vähän lesoo. 
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Ekaa päivää selvinpäin ja kauhulla odotan millanen viikko on eessä. 

 

Mä tein tänään päätöksen että mä vähennän. Ja lopulta lopetan. Mä tein tänään päätöksen että mä kirjotan 

äidilleni kirjeen jossa kerron kaikki tekoni, kerron rehellisesti mihi ne lainatut massit on menny. Miks mulla 

on outoja jälkiä käsissä. Miks mun kämppä haisee hassulta. 

Ehkä mun huumenuoruus on vaan yksin kertasesti finaalissa. 

Edit: Sienet tosin saa jäädä ja tietty hamppu 

Itse olen lopettanut useamman päihteen, ikää kuitenkin 30v.. 

Oon itekki miettiny ja kyselly, et onks sille mitään konkreettist syyt miks hyvin monet lopettaa 

isona huumeet. Törmänny tohon sama leffa-kelaan kans. Ja skidit tietty.. Ja maaginen 

kolmekybäsyys... 

Silloin joskus kun tulee vastaan joku tosi kiva tytto ja asia menee ihan vakavaks asti, eika tytto tykkaa 

paihtkkaa kans sillon tallon. eista, niin voin jattaa pois kokonaan, mut vain siin tapauksessa jos hankaan ei 

kayta alkoholia ja tupakkaa, silla dissaan hirveesti alkoholia juovia ihmisia jotka alkaa urputtaa jostain 

muiden paihteiden vaaroista. Tietty jos lapsia kans tulos niin sit ei mitaan paihteita tietty, paitsi en naa 

blossee pahaks jo nainen ty 

Päätettiin tehä asialle jotain ja nyt muutettiin pienemmälle paikkakunnalle ja mennään mun mieheni kanssa 

kumpikin töihin 

6.  

Itse kyllastyin jo aikoja sitten paihteista puhumiseen, harvemmin kayn missaan paihdefoorumilla nykyaan. 

Jos joku ottaa puheenaiheeks vaikka kannabiksen laillistamisen, niin sanon vaan toki se pitaa laillistaa, 

mutten jaksa siita sen enempaa jatkaa. Ei mua kiinnosta puhua enaa paihteiden kaytosta, omasta kaytosta 

tai muiden kaytosta. Psyvaultissa tulee vierailtua koska taalla on mukavaa porukkaa ja hyva meininki 

useinmiten 

6.1   

Toinen juttu on että kun siihen kaikkeen säätöön, palveluksiin, venailuun, opetteluun, kyhäilyyn, kelailuun, 

kokkailuun, trippailuun ym. on uhrannut tuhansia tunteja niin tuntuu tosi vaikealta luopua siitä kaikesta - 

ihan kun se olis ollu jotenkin hukkaanheitettyä aikaa.  

Karu totuus kun kuitenkin on se, että käyttö lipsuu helposti käsistä ja silloin voi olla ihan hyvä saada 

vertaistukeak niissä omissa tavotteissa vähentää/lopettaa ja kuulla muiden kokemuksia 

.. tää topicci on ollut ihan loistoa kyl omien ajatuksien jäsentämiseen, vertaistuen saamiseen ym. 

Nykyään mulla on aika vähän tuttuja, joiden kanssa vois edes puhua huumeista, koska esim. puolisollani ei 

ole sellaista kokemusta ja kiinnostusta. Siks kai viihdyn Vaultissa. Kyllä sitäkin seuraa kaipaa, kun sitäkin 

kokemusta ja kiinnostusta on. 

Tuli kyllä hyvä fiilis lukiessa juttuja täällä mihin voi samaistua, huomannut tuon huumemaailma vs muu 

maailma erottelun ja kai se on todettava että itsekin kuulun siihen huumemaailmaan kun kerran täältä löytyy 

niitä ihmisiä joita ymmärrän vaikka en kauheasti pidä koko huumemaailmasta 

Olen kuitenkin aikuinen mies, naimisissa ja muutenkin asiat on ihan jees, mutta en jaksa olla selvinpäin. 

Mikään ei myöskään kiinnosta, aloitekyky puuttu kokonaan. Jotenkin pelottavaa, ettei kestä todellisuutta. 

Addikti olen ollut aina, mihin, se vaan vaihtuu. No joo, pakko oli jotain kirjoittaa ihmisille, jotka ymmärtää 

tästä genrestä. 
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Pitkästä aikaa voin todeta, että mulla on vielä jonkinverran selkärankaa jäljellä. Sivullisesta saattaa tuntua 

surulliselta, että se selkäranka näkyy vain siinä että jättää douppaamisen, mutta jumalauta mikään ei vie 

multa sitä ylpeyttä pois koska se oli elämäni ylivoimaisesti vaikein homma. Tilitin tämän tarinan koska 

itsestäni tuntui, ettei lopettamisen hetkellä voinut lukea tarpeeksi onnistuneita lopetamis tarinoita koska 

niistä sai voimaa. Myös siksi, että tämä olkoon jonkinlainen henkilökohtainen puhdistuminen myös 

henkisesti aineista, koska en voi tästä aiheesta kenellekään läheisistäni avautua.  

hitto että oli mukavaa luettavaa ylempi teksti. antaa voimia  

Kiitos ihanat tsemppauksesta <3   

Olen itse nyt päässyt siihen pisteeseen että jos joku tarjoaa subua, piriä, tutkareita niin sanon takas että no 

thanks. Oon tosi ylpeä saavutuksestani....Tukijoukot ympärillä auttaa ja löysin sen oikean tukijoukon <3   

Haluun vaan sanoa, että oon ihan helvetin ylpee jokaisesta lopettajasta täällä. Ootte niin urheita. Ja mä en 

sano tällasta ellen tarkoita sitä sydämestäni, tiedättehän. Tulee oikeesti tippa linssiin tätä ketjua lukiessa. 

Jatkakaa taistelua, kunnes mörkö on kukistettu. Se voima on jokaisen omissa käsissä.  

6.2  

Pitäkää peukkuja pystyssä.. omaisilta oon saanut kaiken tuen ja ovat osoittaneet rakkautensa ottamalla mut 

takas kotiin mistä siis lensin  

Itse tarvitsen ryhmiä juuri siihen että tunnistan haitalliset kelat itsessäni ja huomaan etten todellakaan oo 

yksin vatkaamassa päässäni näitä kaikkia juttuja joita vatkaan vaan kaikki toipuvat tuntuu enemmän tai 

vähemmän vatkaavan samankaltasia juttuja.Se toisten toipuvien tuki on järjettömän iso juttud 

Mua vituttaa nykyään olla kuosisten ihmisten kanssa 

ehkä mä salaa vähän katoin alaspäin huumeidenvastaisia ja sillä saralla kokemattomia ihmisiä, kun olin 

muka ite nähny elämää enemmän ja eläny muka rohkeemmin ja täysillä. Ne olivat väärässä ja elivät 

kuplassa, huumevalistajien aivopesun uhriparat. 

Jotenkin tosi hankalaa vain lähestyä ööö normaalia väestöö välillä, kun viimeiset vuodet on ollut aika 

tynnyrissä elämää. Oikeastaan en oo tehnyt muutakuin vetänyt sikana huumeita, tavannut ihmisiä, ostanut 

huumeita myynyt huumeita, vähän vielä vetänyt huumeita ja kotona soittanut kitaraa monta tuntia päivässä. 

Tosi tosi vähän tullut tehtyä, mitään muuta ööö puuhaa. Hankala puhua ihmisten kanssa kirjallisuudesta, 

elokuvista, sarjoista, tieteistä tai muusta kiintoisasta, kun tässä viimeiseen pariin vuoteen ei oo kattonut 

tyyliin muutakuin 5 uutta leffaa pari filosofian kirjaa ja vähän lukenut tieteellisiä juttuja päihteistä... No 

osaan mä kitaran 

Ainahan sitä voi tietty aloittaa uudestaan jos siltä tuntuu, mutta varsinkin moniin nettikontakteihin on 

oikeasti ystävystynyt ja jotenkin koen että mun täytyy jättää ne kaikki taakse etten mä joudu ajattelemaan 

huumeita. Toi ajatuskela on ehkä just se pahin ja jollain tavalla vahingoittavin "koukku" tässä hommassa. 

Varmaan jonkun uuden harrastuksen kautta löytyis se joku uus juttu johon paneutuis samanlaisella 

omistautumuksella ja mielenkiinnolla. 

Toisaalta yks nyt jo 2,5v kuivilla ollut frendi nosti esiin sen ongelman, ettei pääse liikkumaan eteenpäin 

elämässään, koska ryhmät ovat kaikki sisältö siinä. Eli tavallaan ryhmien kautta huumeet ja 

huumehuuruinen menneisyys on edelleen liian iso osa elämää. Haluaisi kuulemma päästä jo puhumaan 

jostain muusta kuin huumeista ja kaipaisi elämäänsä sisältöä joka ei jotenkin niihin liity.  

  

Mut lopettaminen on vaiheittaista... Niihä se yleensä menee. Eka lopettaa huumeet ryhmien avul, sit 

myöhemmin voi päästää irti niistä ryhmistä jos olo sen sallii. 


